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ALHUQUEKQUE, NEW MEXICO, SATUKDAY EVENING, JUNL :?0.

VOLUME 20

A PHOTOGRAPH OF HARRY THAW
TAKEN BY THE NEW YORK POLICE
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Delegate Andrews Ends His Magnificent Session's
Work By Landing This Great Prize.
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Congress Adjourns This Evening.
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Mortality Among Infants Judge Grants Writ of
Error Which Delays
Great in New York
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Execution.

Where They
CANNOT
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SLEEP IN HOUSES BURTON WON'T ACCEPT ANY

Suffering in Chicago Is Alle-- j Executive Clemency-Saloo- ns
All Closed in Kansas
viated by an Hour's
City,
Thunder Storm.

IN SOME RESPECTS A VERY REMARKABLE SESSION

Bills-Noth-

IS RESPITED

WAVE VISITS

LARGE CITIES

THE CLOSING HOUR

Ready to Sign All
About Meal Inspection Bill Has
Been Reported Thus Far Today.

President at Capitol That

BARRINGTON

DEADLY HEAT

PUBLIC BUILDING AT

NOMliER 159

--

He May Be

New York, June 50. Four deaths
from heat were reported here before
noon today. All victims were infants.
The mercury In the government ther
mometer wub creeping up three de
grees an hour and the officials pre
dicted that the WHlegree mark wotilrt
be passed tMs afternoon. Thousands
unable to sleep In their homes spent
the r.ight in parks and on the sand at
near-b- y
shore resorts.
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Jefferson City, Mo., June 30. Case
Harrington, Is t
F. Seymour,
be heard by the United States
court. Chief Justice Brace, ot
writ ot erMissouri, today signed
ror and an appeal will at once be
made to the supreme cowrt. Barrinn-to- n
waa sentenced o 'be hanged on
July 2ti. Today's action, of course,
acts as a stay of execution.

Ird

greater amount than has been avail-'
Hpecial to Evening Citieu.
r.air- - a hie since the war congress of lS'.to
S o'.
i Washington. June "5'
go!
will
$25,000,000
Of
this
amount
4j'anof the publ!huildmg
vari
grounds committee, jpvougui ir. me Into new public buildings In tbeappro.fe
"
ous sections. Legislation on
ronferem report. Senator Penrose
apBURTON WONT ACCEPT
priation
bills
has
been
characteristic
offered a concurrent;,' resolution con- - hpnnnhnill nf hdlnrr rAot rlntlrii mill
CHICAGO GETS RELIEF
EXECUTIVE CLEMENCY.
-!
tnviirrlri
ciim it-FROM THUNDERSTORM
f
Topeita, Kan., June 30. B. P. Westnictlon of public building a'-- Ainu-- : government oenanmeni neaus in me
Chicago, June 30. Relief came to gener, one of the attorneys for
querque. N. M. He also said tea; me matter or making ineir expenditures
d
Chicago yesterday aftpr-noo- n
States Senator J. R. Barton,
our: and in submitting their estimates to
object.
would not
chairman
a thunderstorm sent the today gave out a. signed
when
statement
congress.
ot
It
mathe
desire
me,
has been
correspondent Is lntormea
mercury down from 93 to 60 degrees denying on behalf of Senator Burton,
congress to put an end as far as poshouse will accept the resolution.
in one hour. The high wind drove the any desire to secure executive parsaid that the amendment wns sible to the deficiency appropriations.
rain in sheets. Five persons died as don In case of his final conviction b
A measure of Importance lo railvery reasonable and urgently needed.
a result of the heat wave, and many the United States supreme court.
Bailey did not like the proposition toj road and other employes engaged in
others were prostrated.
known ns
add an item to a bill In conference; hazardous employments,
KANSAS CITY, KANSAS,
between the two houses. Penrose, the employers' liability bill, became
SALOONS CLOSED
A SAW IN A PIE
Private pension legislation
said that ho had been at work for the a law.
did Kept up the usual heavy pace.
Kansas City, June 30. Every
last few days on another till but
CAUSES ARREST
in Kansas City, Kas., was closed
not have time to complete it. Baiiey
tightly today and at the clubhouses of
replied that he was not going to op- AGREEMENT ON PUBLIC
the Elks and Eagles no liquor waa
BUILDINGS APPROPRIATION. HARRY THAW
pose the resolution, but he thought it
OF J. T. O'BREEN, WHO INTEND
Attorney General
Assistant
a very bud practice. The absence ofi Washington, D. C, June 30. SenaED ASSISTING D. L. BLAIR, IN sold.
was also mention-- i tor Scott reported a complete agree-m- i
the
AT LAS VEGAS, TO ES- Trlcketfs threat to destroy the buildJAIL
How-- i
ed as a ground of objection.
in on the omnibus public building
CAPE
MORE
SAWS ings used as "Joints" proved effective.
THREE
ALWAYS HAD
ever, unanimous consent is agreed, hill today, after the senate convened.
FOUND
ON
O'BREEN
WHEN
reported to the; He sniil th:it tbi sen ale tvnfprees had
to. and Barthold
SEARCHED.
iouse that the resolution had pa !"etl been compelled to yield to the sen
NEW
by a unaimous vote. .
WAY
HIS
OWN
ate provision for J3.0imi,(hm for a
What all but proved a successful
The president slgnefl tbe jury bill. Luilding in Washington for the deattempt to assist his friend. D. L.
Delegate Mark Smith of Arizona is partments of state. Justice and com- Ulair, a United States prisoner in
IS
still at Hot Springs, Ark.
merce and labor. Scott expressed his
Jail at Las Vegas, on a charge of tres!
hlm-over
inmortification
the fact. For
on
passing
property
railroad
with
From
Infancy Brooked
selr', he said he would have tie
PRESIDENT AT CAPTAL
tention of committing larceny,
tlonal capital made the admiration
was made Thursday afternoou
TO SIGN ALL
New York, June 30. The Herald tocountry,
f
and that
No Denial from His
wonder
by a young man, 22 years of age, who, day says:
tin
Backed by unlimited cap- Washington,
June an. President and
view,
would
have
with
he
end in
when arrested, gave the name of J. it al and the most resourceful finanRoosevelt went to the capitol this every this
T. O'Breen, but' refused to talk of ciers of the country, another
uv;u:aiie luoi 01 giouiei
ti.
trust
all bl!
morning in order to
himself or his antecedents.
on American soil.
planted
has
may be passed during the last, hums cred.
been
(onference
agreed
to the
The
O'Bieen called at the Lus Vegas It is known the American Farm ProIt is tin uut. .Stuil.
of congress.
on tht public buildings bill
Jail and asked permission to present ducts company, established for the
'his af'er- - report,
jourunient may occur
measure.
passes
It
carrietf
the
which
Blair wjth an apple pie, which was purpose of taking absolute control of
UOlill.
$j".0ti0,oo0 for buildings. The senate GRATIFIED IN EVERY WHIM
granted, but while the deputy was c 11 dairy products, chickens and eggs.
'house
carried wiihoii' discussion the
the' pie T!covered a fine
ettimln
It is asserted 1y Those In cqntrol ..
VERY REMARKABLE
ap
necessary
an
resolutif n making
steel saw some six Inches long clev- that this will bring about an increase
CLOSED prnpt iatiun tor carrying into effect the
SESSION
erly concealed in the lower pie crust. In the price 'but a uniform price, to
And Now as Result He Sits
The first tailr ad ra ' law. The hotis.
.lime
Wsishiiigton.
also
O'lireen was immediately taken into the producers, dlmlnlbh the price to
cengl'1-t.Ftfy-r.iuil,
de3
!
A
of
the
o'clock.
session
took a rciess unti!
custody, searched and three more consumers, and give them superior
Cell
in
a
Facing
the
!'
been
has
'mlay.
got-senate
in
history
engrossing
lay in
bills
the
into
saws discovered In his shoes, togeth- and purer grades of the products.
or
r.
measuiv
Tlv
a strenuous sesi'll.
postponeinent
mr.V
er with a note which read:
Profits of commission merchants
is r.i'journiiier.t until 1 veiling.
Electric Chair.
which caused l lie greatest debut
"Clecfes Homero, Sheriff, I.as Vegas, will he eliminated and the great
food
pure
The
bill.
t!ie railroad rate
The house ado; ted tin conference
X. M.
will take the responsibility
t'uactment and the meat in spec' i'lli tell!!' (u public bllildlllis.
"Itelease prisoner I). I.. Blair. I of delivering butter and milk from
s
cluingi
importani
Spi cial Correspondence.
provision are also
have bond. Everything t). K."
the farmer to the consumer. A score
in the formal altilinie toward boih TAWNEY GETS JOINT
"FOIIAKER, V. S. Marshal,
York, Jan. .10. For the lirst
of the wealthiest men in the country.
i
conn-trTHROUGH.
RESOLUTION
iiie
proilucers and cousumer"Albuquerque, N. M." Including Thomas F. Ryan, are said
.
wild
in
Wasl'.i-.igt.mhis
I).
u
i').
Tlieru
n
C,
June
r;i
imt
A law governing tile
i!
Is thought O'lireen had forged1 to have already put about 120,000,000
of aliens was enacted. The im- - wa- - bur a handltil of legislators jires- willful lite, Harry Thaw, the wrecked
name In the hopes that by' Into the trust und are prepared to
w
this
er
assembled
lien
he
iiouse
boa vivani of the Great White Way.
munitv of witnesses from prosecu;iu
presenting the letter to the sheriff! chip In" additional millions.
a
recess
at
morning
luifio.
irom
govern-meiinter
who give testimony before
Blair would be released. O'Breen was
caniu t have his desires.
trilmnals was made the subject U.Jo this morning. Tawney if
given a hearing before a Justice of the
This is a strange sensaiion for him.
approon
from
committee
tht
nt' an enactment which clearly states
peace today and bound over to await
He sits in the narrow Tuitili: cell. !,owhen such immunity obtains and priation, reported the passage of a ben d by stone walls.
the action of the grand Jury on a' NEW
$sl.r,'.iT.
made
cirrying
joint
resolution
A
removing
the
bill
whin otherwise.
charge of attempting; to assist a pris- -'
Big ItilU, tile keeper, tells Thaw
act
passage
of
the
osary
iii'i-by
the
ra oil denatured alcohol was also
oner to escape. The maximum senlo "get up and put yer clothe: on."
The type of the Panama amending the present interstate
tence
He sends him lo bed at night, The'
for this crime is one year In the
IS
of
incrtasing
number
the
was
aci
c.ir.al was fixed and the president
poor fod of a boy who until
I his
penitentiary.
purcoiiiinissioners.
itfiven $:i!,niin,iMiii a year for the
time,
il
is to
lias never known wliai
Senate Adjourned Until 5 O'clock.
pose of building a lock canal. The
wi h ut a word.
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
Tiie senate took a recess until ." obey, complies
consular service was given a complete
Camden, N. J.( June 30. The new
llurr .Mcintosh, the artist and clubWILL MEET MONDAY American battleship, New Hampshire,
new' legal status which will permit of .'clock. oing to ,he time it would man,
was
playmate
of Harry
the
appropriation
pass
lill
to
the
take
entire reorganization.
successfully
launched,
was
this
Thaw when they were children living
The appropriations for the session for public bni.n.ngs. Adjournment will in Pittsburg.
AS BOARD OF morning, at the yard of the Nnw
WILL
BOARD
fathers
SIT
Their
wei
evening.
a
until
postponed
be
will aggregate nearly $'joo,noo,tioo,
EQUALIZATION,
IN
church deacons, and though Mclnt.sh
MORNING York Shipbuilding company. Govtrnor-Joh;
v
Mclane, of New Hampshire,
BUSIwas the elder of Ihe two. they were
AND
TRANSACT
ROUTINE
'
and his staff, as well as several hunNESS IN THE AFTERNOON.
fast friends.
'f?'kMiammmnnumrTm"m''"
dred prominent citizens of that state.
"Harry always had his own way."
IT in1"
The Bernalillo county commission- - were present at the launching,
said Mcintosh. "Almost from babyers will meet Monday morning in
The New Hampshire la a sister ship
hood he has been ills own master. Hut
An army of photographers were awaiting Harry Thaw whenever he
This picture was their regular quarterly session. Our- - of the Kansas, which was launched
he lias never been vicious; in fact, appeared on the 6treet under police guard Tuesday.
he has many loving qualities. I have taken as he was being led to court. One band was handcuffed and he kept ing the forenoon the board will sit last August, and will Ue one of the
as a board of equalization for the 'most powerful of that class of
always been fond of him."
the other before his face.
of listening to complaints of
ships afloat. The launching took
When Harry Thaw, as a child, wanttaxpayers. In the afternoon the lioard place under the personal supervision
some
plaything
his
a
nurse
ed
and
and
had
he
last
At
""""
of the French city, unsteailyvexiiemeties.
will allow the regular quarterly bills 0f jje Courcy .May, the president of
.,,.r.'''
member of his family objected, he to stage women had
warned him that what he didn't want - trui.), reality, and transact other routine business, the ship building company.
would fight for It. He would cry and after his friends
world
of
the
the tangible thing
This will probably be the last meet- Miss Hazel H. Mejne, daughter of
demand, and 'lis peevishness w uld he would do himself an injury by, and
ing of the commissioners for several the governor of New Hampshire,
He legally married which could not be denied
not disappear until his demands were Hiich an escapade.
w eeks, as Chairman Grunsfeld leaves
:h Nesbit gill against tiie advice of
christened fte battleship.'.
sa'isfled.
the early part ot next week for New!
When he became a boy In knicker- even the 1110M cuiisci vat ive of his JOSE PADILU IS
Spelter.
York on a business trip that will keep;
bockers. h ruled his household and trieiids.
Si. Iiuis, Mo.. June 30. Spelter.
ARRESTED FOR ASSAULT him absent from the territory six,
Harry Thaw had his own sweet way
his family, and had within easy reach
.1.8"
weeks at the least.
jaaln and finally when, amid the
anything that money could buy.
of champagne corks In fisiiniii-'ablAt college he regarded no rules or
saloonkiepir
al
.lo
I'adilli.
Marlins, on Fifth avenue, he in r
Kvery
regulations
wild
adven'nre
was
arresred
in
that suggested Itself to hi mind, he liHiUed a loss to an adjoining tabh Hid
(no. .1 1,1
lie Il y last night,
He va occupied by Willie and said, "That lai. cluu il wub annul! wnii inttnt to
immediately cidercd upon.
Passionate in his likes vi dislikes healthy c. unillel, who is notorious as, ke!
'Pi! of! use for which I'adilb
With an nt!ili tic body, 'he forced his a st eker of younger gii b 011 Ihe si :n ii
ill
wa- - c .run: ried
lli ruined riv vile. She wiil iner reway whither his will directed.
a
three years
. ail u.-would fight any one who opposed him.; cover lrom his brnial iieatnunt 01
taken a
10 h :t
He lolbiw. d
wnl kill him."
It was this doepsevel characteris- her
shoi.i a' inn: Andreas Trie
tic of wiilfultuss in him thai caused 'Whin to tin Madison Sipiue 1001
lloieer.) .iuil l'i ter
H. r
his father lo ins. 11 a clause in bis will garden In and hour and itemed hir,
lor I'adilla.
providing that Many slioii! lave but
vast
$2,.Mm a year iucnim from t'ie
when, shortly after hu
I saw Thaw
reached arn st, .ic was lined up at iae rail in WILtVS AFPOINlMtNT
'I'll aw fortune, until lie- h:n
Go-Another
the age of -- ').
the lendirlcin siuMuti. It was a
WAS A SURPRISE
.
towering
.1
Young Thaw
cause
study.
scene of rage and r sent no 'it when was still In the 'tiroes of his mania
l'i; n il Slate- - .Marshal .1. M
him.
l.tumn
this clause became
'. .1.
kill ' lliai scouu.l el." He was the
whom Associate. I Press dis- 'i
Like the ,a.,y Hairy, who hud died 'master, however. .;!' his emotion. His
for
'
iiiiiiiiiinced Thiirs'luv as 'in
when his mother told him 'to go ti. bi.iin was whirling, lhal was evident. .;rn
bed ar nigh', be raged until Ins dol hir be had gratihej a new passion, ir-- I. a. pointed posiniasrer of Si'er
ing parent linallv, as executrix of the and he was enjiying
lived this iiioiliiiig from I.I
the moment. I '
w lu re
he wein a i w d.ivs ago
will, gave him $Sn,(iiiu a year.
l'a.-i
morse
i.
which
and
The quick
leaders of the party, have received a
Si. Petersburg, June 3o. The upI
From that ins'ani Thaw began bis ii.iii.lly follow suc;i uu act had nol t ot,: iteming. 10 d poit a hall-b- r
for Salvation
now Is how long Ihe warning from
question
permost
prodigal eJ endi'urcs, ami Lis in fallen ir;ioti him then, lie stood erect fiii.r. llllMl to Mexico
or Russia." of Odessa, that they havo
parliament
between
deadlock
present
Y: a ;isl.i d about liv. ii;i;io".ii ineiit
come h"s Tee" a men smcl. of (he r. ir h u son of l.iavado in bi
neaiand the govermeiil can continue. Pre- been sentenced to death.
said:
amount of money lie has Mattered i. K.
as
icoter Mr. anyWiley
mier (loreniykin Is no longer a factor
it
more about
d' n't know
over Kurope anil America, along with
TROOPS IN ARABIA .
but some of his colBack in tie- cell which confined him
no official no: ice in the situation,
have
do.
lie
bitsiiel:. of wi'il oat.--,
his maiiv
mi
govthan
WANT TO BE REPATRIATED.
the
realizing
unless
a
that
listlessly
leagues,
niglrr.
he
on
a'
for
ll.e
say
,,.,., .11 uieiii and I cac'l
has drawn heavily upon ri.- - familv.
Hodliita, Turkish Arabia, June 3D.
ernment figbis the cabinei inns' tall,
Ixiich, nviuging his bat between
il or imi.
will
aeceiit
r
The old passion of ell grai ilical i n Imid
,
leg-earnestly advising the emperor to Another mutiny has broken out among
and bending tor
hat I wasn't all an'
i!
him, against his ni 'lie:'s will. his daintily clad
j caused
ihe reserves of Hie Turklsa army lu
lis dingy floor. In
upon
the bull by the boms and
take
look
rd
t
beauti
',1 com inue bis career with ill
Ihe '.lob," was Air. WilYemen province.
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I!
that
is
ll
w is
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parliament,
a
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.djoining
an
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will
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r ceil a nei,, sir
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the
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c i.ig.:l hideous uiih
!ig iou- - was n.dhii.t:
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mo' her, a w i."' in of ke
w eek.
Fei.i Pasha ordered the forts tooeu
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e
a
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Cause and Preven
tiiomi of Consumption.!33
Ufa g

Tkt Ctttica Publlthlsf Comp&tj

EVENING

DO

Written Especially for The Evening Citizen

CITIZEN.

SATURDAY.

1906.

BANK INSTITUTIONS

YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
If o, we can sr cor c tt for yoo by imtll

want

JUNE 30,

d. in The Evening Cltlzsn. It only costs

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

Per Word Insertion

with n some employers will not even retain
(By special arrangement
prominent tuberculosis expert of this them In their empl.iy.
city. The Evening Citizen will pubThe chief mode of communication
and you can rely upon It,
w have not failed before, that your
lish i series oi articles, one each Sat- of consumption Is from the dried spumoney Is not thrown away. We have aleo rented hundreds of houeet
urday, dealing with thai malady, tum of consumptives. The germs of
ALBUQUERQUE
NEW MEXICO
Is fast becoming the nai tonal consumption, which ale the causo of
by pur want ad,
'OmUI Papes el EUrnallllo Count? which
well
told nearly everything we have adveror
consumption,
'Great
the
In
disease,
the?
by
millions
exist
City
disease,
the
of Albuquerque.
m4
tised through them.
White Plague." These artiebs, writ- the sputum which may be hawked, or
fimm After! Dltpifcfc.
ten as they are. I.y one who has made coughed up, and cast upon the sideCapital and
Ct k Ctnttjr CItuIiHm.
la
the Western Union
Postal Tele
t'.ils specific malady a life study, will walks, the floors of public halls, workTki Urxtt No MIm ClrihiM.
frra,ph offices for an A. D. T. measengr
of the disense from Its incep- shops, and in all public buildings, or
treat
boy, and aend your ad with the caai to Tha Citizen offlca, or teletlrywl Wrfr Mrf CtrtltM. tion to its most advanced Rtage. and upon
the floors, or carpets. In dwellphone dltect, or call, and the ad will appear according to your iriab.
will be published ings, or. In fact, every place, where
and
were
secund
ONI
In the nope that .y their perusal some the consumptive chooses to spit.
J
unfortunate being may be saved, and
When the sputum becomes Oiled up,
mlt.
IF YOU WANT help of any kind, or
If only one, out or The Citizen's tunny the germs which It contains in enorPERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
employment of any kind, 'phone,
INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS
readers, profits t.iereby to the extent mous numbers, mingle with the air
by Curler, 60c per month of
call, or write Abraham's Employsuccessfully combating the dreaded iind dust of the building, and may be
ment office, 120 West Silver avedisease, then tne physician who writes breathed into the lungs and thus Inte. lb
Twm
Omcm will t
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The Southwestern Savings, Loan and
Building Ass'n of Las Vegas, N. M.
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This hujre buildine,
feet wide
feet lonsr.
contains:
high,
stories
7

200 mammo th Glass
Enameled Steel Tanks used

solely for the lagering (ageing)
of Budweiser.

Each Glass Tank weighs
Tons, is 70 feet long, 9 feet
in diameter, and holds 1,000
barrels of beer.
The combined capacity
of the 200 tanks is 200,000
Barrels, or 62,000,000 Bottles
of Budweiser.
These Glass Enameled
Steel Tanks were manufactured and installed by
16

The Pfaudler Co.
Rochester N. Y.

Rndweiser as it leaves the brew kettles is conveyed into
fermenting vats. After fermentation it is
d
Steel
lagered (aged) from four to five months in Glass-Line- d
Tanks before it is bottled. 200 mammoth Glass Tanks in
this building (Stock House No. 10) are required for this
purpose. The capacity of these tanks is 200,000 barrels or
62,000,000 bottles of Budweiser.
Budweiser is, therefore, in Glass from the time it is
brewed until it is consumed.

ri

at a cost of over half a million
dollars.
It required eight months'
time to manufacture them,
and over five miles of freight
cars to deliver them to the

j vfuwm

-

Glass-Enamele-

Brewery.

This however is only the
first installment. The proved
superiority of elass over wood
for the lagering and storing of
Beer has decided the Anheu
h
Brewing Ass'n to
equip the entire brewery
with these Glass Lnam
eled Tanks.
ser-Busc-

:

'

1

Budweiser
The King of Bottled Beers
in 1905 scored a sale of

137,722,150

Bottles

r.inlinr.ss. unceasing Care. Knowledge and

Skill have resulted

in a Beer so GOOD, and of such UNVARYING QUALITY, that
it has made possible the building and maintenance of

The Largest Brewery in the World
Covers 128 Acres more than 70 City Blocks
600,000 Barrels
Total Storing Capacity
Gives employment to more than 6,000 people

flMfli

vi

Sales for 19051,403,788 Barrels of Beer
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HIGHB.ST
QUALITY

Men's Shirts

JUNE 30,

SATURDAY,

1906.

The Tie That Binds

1

GREEN TAGGED
so as to make them

BEGINNING ON mob

Cheapest

The World's

At the bt'sinniiiK of Mils season wo

handled iho larRPst and most com-lk't- e
line of Shifts in New Mexico.
Naturally, we have done a largo shirt
Inislness, yet it leaves us on hand a
Mg'vartety of odds and ends one and
two of a pattern. Thes we are going
to soil at a big reduction. Every shirt
is wortn the original price. Notice
the money you can save at the prices
we nslf.

fVnn

WW

EACH.
ALL 75c AND 90c GOLF SHIRTS, NOW AT...J5
ELGIN
100 DOZ. SOFT SHIRTS, INCLUDING
DO1" EACH.
MAKE, AT
50 DOZ. CLUETT SHIRTS, WORTH $1.75 TO
EACH.
$2.25. AT

SI 45

i

A SALE WHICH HAS ALWAYS

Our Green Tag Sale of

Worth

Men's Night Shirts

J

60

SHIRTS

ALL 75c NIGHT

FLANNELETTE

AND

MUSLIN-A- LL

SALE.
Green Tag Sales are a part of
Our Store System, not held "occasionally" to HELP SELL OLD STOCK, but
to clear new stock in
preparation for next season's business.
IS A LEGITIMATE

THIS
semi-annual-

NOW

3

1

ACj bALhb have alwavs been successful, because we never rail to come uo to

We ascribe our success in business, to a great extent, to this method we h
GREEN TAG SALE IN OUR HISTORY, because we have the Biggest and Best Assortme

cents

$2.75 a pair
SPECIAL.

TAG

GREEN

Light-weigh-

Two and Vl
Pair of Light-- w

t

Here is a chance to get a good pair of shoes cheap
We have about 250 pairs of odd shous. They
represent dress as well as working shoe and
are a big bargain. Good make, all sizes, worth
up to $4.5". We will put them out ut

OUR

Every

$2.75

GREEN TAG SPECIAL.
$l.on Working Gloves
NOW

75

I

Vogue at the present time.

Pairs of Shoes, worth from
$3.50 to $4.00 per pair, at

250

cents

45
OUR

OUR GKKcN

ly

GREEN TAG SPECIAL.
75c Working Shirts

OUR

On sale for rapid clearance. Three Weeks only in whici;
action. Deep price cutting and big extra values fill"'

95
SI 25

$1.25 NIGHT SHIRTS
ALL $1.50 TO $2 NIGHT SHIRTS

otHego

of

JIBil

Must Be Sold During This
So we have made price concessions calculated t

our

well-earne-

As a special inducement to increase our shoe
wo offer

A WORD ABOUT OUR

trade

$1.25 White Shirts
NOW

FREE

90 cents

25c WORTH OF HOSIERY

reputation that there neverma

d

'

& M. and Sincerity Hramls
We are exclusive agents here for the H..
billing, and still these goods are included in our Green Tag Sale. This In
prices here quoted are 2u and 3u per cent below regular figures ami we itnite yi
e
We did not carry over one Su)
in the prices of our
or Outing Suits.
One look ut rlie
of goods second to none strictly
in Style.
must and will lie closed out.
(

-.

with every pair of Douglas Shoes sold during
this sale.

last

Two-IMec-

OUR
r.Oc

GREEN TAG SPECIAL.
Unlaundered White ShlrU

Green Tag Sale of

NOW

GREEN

35 cents

HANAN & SON'S OXFORDS

OUR GREEN TAG SPECIAL.
Jl.tlO White Plaited Shirts
NOW

Any Pair of Hanan Oxfords, with the
exception of patent leather,
on special sale at

60 cents
OUR GREEN
Any

THE PAIR

TAG SPECIAL.

pair of Boy's Corduroy Pants,

('upyriKhted

OUR GREEN TAG SPECIAL.
$1.50 Fine Mercerised Shirts,
NOW

$1.25

Hi

OUR

for by every resident of

That
ff.

3

.

ODD

S3 00
Worth $1.50 to

GREAT

TIGER HATS.

reliable,

old-tim-

ALL OTHER

81 85

ALL PANTS WORTH UP TO
$4 a pair, now

ALL PANTS WORTH UP TO
$5.50 a pair, now
.

82 85

$3 85
l

'

SUSPENDERS.

T

'ZTif
SPECIAL GREEN TAG SALE
REDUCTION

makes

BELTS,

50 CENT

MEN'S

TAN

AND

BLACK.

LIGHT, ALL

WIDTHS,
HATS,

SI !0

S2 J)0
Worth

e

PANTS WORTH UP TO
$2.50 a pair, now

ANY STYLE,

if low prices will do it, these orders will surely
be obeyed. Here is where prices talk only-lis- ten

HATS.

ALL

REDUCTION

GREEN TAG SALE''
MEN'S

thison

X

SPECIAL GREEN TAG SALE

is the order from headquarters, and

to
J. B. STETSON,

Albuquerque

IN THE STORE DURING
THE

GREEN TAG SALE REDUd
Ail Suits worth up to $16.5

New lines coming in next season prompts us to close out the
we bought last spring. All kinds and sizes hundreds of
which
lot
them-quot- ed
at less than the price of the cloth.
THE GREEN TAG HAS TAKEN EFFECT.

and vicinity. It is always the sign of the greatest
bargains on the highest class of goods.

"Sell Every Hat

75

So that you can save from $1.00 to $3.00 on a pair

Green Tag Sale is an event

al

REDUCTION

lu.i.

THE PAIR

NOW

Semi-Annu-

SALE

FOR THE GREEN TAG SALE

$4.50

cents

l

TAG

Suits worth up to $2.50, now..

300 PAIRS OF TROUSERS REDUCED

worth up to $1.25,

45

All

Worth

2.h-

SPECIAL GREEN TAb SALE

$;i..Mi

REDUCTION

TYO

in this sale. We need room and we need
cash, and we are quoting prices on our men's goods which
will undoubtedly give us both The Green Tag does the business
half-heartedn-

ess

S

MENs

cent handkerchiefs,

WHITE AND BORDERED
EN. HEMSTITCHED,

8

1

30

LIN-

THE RAILROAD A

The Central Station
.
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THEATRICAL
MUCH NERVE

Downs
Belmont.

SO

GREAT WORTH OF A GARDEN

Tie Wire in Large

De-

partment Store.
Special Correspondence:
New York, June 3V Nerve iroe.s a
great way, sometimes with tiu'n as
well ns aniiiialu. William A. Ilrady.
a noted tUreatricul manager, showed
his nerve in a way that astonished beholders at Brighton Hcach the other
night. He entered a cage containing
two lionesses, and remained there, at
Jeast two minutes, while the animals,
said by their keeper to be unummlly
vicious, snarled at him and crawled
almont to his feet. More tliiin a hundred persons witnessed the feai. "Bol"
AIcl'harHort. the trainer for Ferara'fe
animal show, knows Brady. The latter strolled around the cases while
in the open for awhile, watching the
lionesses. McPherson said to him:
iu
"Bill, I never saw those brutes
such a bad temper." Brady at once
said he would enter the cage. .Mcpherson thought he was Joking, but
Brady laughed, took the trainers revolver and keys, and then opened the
tloor of the cage. He stood still for
a while, then opened the second door,
which leads directly Into the apartment occupied by the lionesses. They
crouched, snarled and growled, but
made no attempt to spring. McPher-so- n
still wonders why the lionesses
did not deprive the New Yorkers of
a theatrical manager.
Hearst Has Ousted Belmont.
Friends of Mr. Hearst assert that
he has control of the democratic state
committee. They say that Belmont
has lost control of It, ha vim; only
about twenty of the fifty members,
while Hearst has thirty. It is claimed
that all of these will vote for the suppression of Belmont on any question
of organization that comes up. A most
significant fact in this connection, as
showing the strength of Hearst in the
rural counties. Is that neither the
Tammany nor the Kings county members of the committee are counted
in this estimate
of the Hearst
majority. Hearst men assert that all
but four of the
senate districts will send committeemen to the
meeting who will not antagonize
Hearst or consent to any action prejudicial to his chances for the democratic nomination.
up-sta- te

Hoffman

House a Little Crowded.

"Yes'm," said the white gloved
negro who waves you Into the ladles'
entrance to the Hoffman house, "we ah
jes" a leetle pushed fo' room Jos' now.
We ah a leetle crowed.
The new
house. It won't be finished fo' a yeah,
maybe a leetle mo', I don' know, and
we aint got much addlt'nal room. This
house it don' hold but fo'teen hundred
pussons, you know, and we aint got
but ten other houses rented bes'des
this, bo'dln' houses, you know, together with a few apartment houses
and a flat or two. Yes'm, we all houn'
to be a leetle crowded til! the
is finished, ma'am."
new-hous-

Very Valuable Garden Patch.
The most valuable garden patch on
Manhattan Inland consists of two beds
of lettuce and radishes, each twenty
y
feet square, In the rear of a little
wooden house in West One Hunstreet, hair
dred and Twenty-fourt- h
way between Columbus ami Amsterdam avenues. The house and garden
in the rear are flanked on three sides
fi.v modern six story apartment houses
which all but shut out the sun from
the garden. Th" house only occupies
half the frontage of the lot, which
gives an excellent view of the garden
from the street. .The little farm
house almost brings tears to the eyes
of passing real estate men, who realize
how much more valuable the ground
could be made. Hundreds
of reaJ
state men have pleaded with the old
Irishman who has lived in thai bouse
for forty years, to sell the property,
but he always shows the woubl-b- e
purchasers his garden, and tells them
thai the care of it is one of the joys of
his old gae. He would be lonely without his gardea. he says.
There is
nothing left lor the real esiati- men
but to wait for l he old man's death in
hope of being able to make some
al
wit h his heirs.
one-stor-
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WEALTHY PITTSBURGERS
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license to mnrrv Mrs. To is a
tiful Deliver widow.
James King Clark, son f the iron
master, vnarles Clark, never got
through his honeymoon because .he
divorce suit began too soon.
Charles, cousin of James King Clark,
married an Atlanta girl. They lived
in one room, but when he became
wealth v he foreot her. She obtained
a divorce and immediately married a
.
of Cnarle8 Donnelly, son of an
other millionaire.
John A. Moorehead. recently eloped
with his mothe.-'French maid and
was married In New York.
The divorce case of August Hartje.
millionaire, is now being tried in
Pittsburg.
W. Ellis Corey, head of the steel
trust, filed an answer to a divorce
suit this week. An actress broke up
hie h,mo
Hairv Thaw son of i lie wealthy
Pittsburg family,V is In prism, a mi;r
.1.
1....
his actress wife.
a
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National League.
The
game postponed on account

At Chicago:

c.

giving the following most Interesting
descriptive'
contents:
Illustrated
anicle of a Minnetonka summer home:
some beautiful pergolas; a building
ixperience in Kansas; suggestions for
entrances, with several illustrations;
a wall decoration
lor library: seme:
typical American homes,
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Scanlou
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Milwaukee
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1

Minneapolis

IL H. K.
.1 h 3
7
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ltergen;

and

At St. IJiiis
St. Iiuis

II.

10.
U

I'ittsburg

10 1
Wil- -

does your son expect to
Batteries: pruhot and Crady
his college training?"
lis and Gibson.
"Well, if his boat crew and base
ball team win a few more times I
American League.
At New York
think he will finish it at Wm.
It. H. K
Hofton
4
doon's.
8 4
New York
8

"Where

finish

Batteries: Dim-eand Armbruster;
t'liesebro and MeCuire.
At Detroit
H. H. K.
Detroit
7
8
1

St.

Louiti

3

Batteries:
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SNOWY
WHITE
WITH
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Stumps Department Store.
Workers in a department store were
driven almost to insanity by a well- dressed young woman a few days ago. '
She rushed b with her hair liv ing.
grabbed the first floor waker she saw.j
and proclaimed that she muM call h a
tain in less than an hour. Her '1st
was at least a vard long, and It was,
hard to deciphi r the names of the
articles. Last of all she wanted bright
led malitie braid and "tie wire." None
''I Ihe clerks Iikw what "tie wire" was
"Hd she began uuest inning from the;
M'aiionery to the
hardward depart-- j
"'lit. In the latter place a clerk ask- ''d her what the wire was for. Shi
hesitated, and then confessed it was'
10 iiiaitp
for a hat a hat In- a
end,.d , snad hi-- dear dogv.le when
h'' billowed her trap. The braid wait
r"r Uie same piif.s". But the s:ote'
Woman

j

j

j
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Kalki nber
and
Hurtle,
Bender.

o
"Mi-- .
McKlii ton," he .;iid.
"you have made
fool of me."
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Wholesale Grocers
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mixed diet.

"proieid" or muscle and tiuue
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building elements.
But it's almost impossible
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American Association.
Toledo
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Save lUnda, Clothes and Labor. All Grocer.
Free S mplo fur Top from 1 lb.
Borax Package.
j
'

At St. Baul
St. Paul
Kansas City

j,j
0
4
1

to get

t .

milk.

ir
NOTICE

(SterilUad)

i.i,,it

11 1 1
TO SUM- MER WANDERERS.

Following the Flag.
our soldiers went to Cuba
and the Philippines, health was
important consideration. Wlllla
llav.. The Bvening C'itl. n for- T. Morgan, retired Conimia.ary Seward-to your address iklti-t- i
rvant I'. S. A., of Rural Route No. t.
you go away on your vacation.
I' 'ticord N. H.. says: "I was two
If you arn now a paid tip miIi- var in Cuba and two years in the
m rili.T, picas
let us know wln-and being subject to
uii order the paper forwaril' d. a I'liillpplues,
coldn, 1 took Dr. King's New Discovand al.-s-j let us know if you deery tor Consumption, which kept me
h'.ro it Btoii-at your lionio adin perfect healtn. And now ln New
Ho caroful to give iwst- Hampshire, we And it the lest medioffice, hotel or street address, in
all cases.
4 cine iu the world (or cough, colds,
hronchiul troul.les and all luns
t
Guaranteed at all druggist.
WILL REMOVE TO 602 604 S. Price Duo. and J:. Trial tioUlo free.
FIRST STREET, JULY 1, WITH THE
Wanted, a
bowling team, to
LARGEST SOCK OF HAY, GRAIN
AND POULRY SUPPLIES IN THE beat the Affidavits, at the West Bewl
'ing Alleys.
CITY.
E. W. FEE.
WIk--

-

and steiilized
germ destroyed,
water talen out

evaporated
every disease
is

and

At

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

;

Cream

,.;
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ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS
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Carnation

Vol- -

H. II K
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Borax Soap
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It contains so much

Town.

9

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

of Foods?

.

and Towne;

knlik and dm 111;.
At Sioux C iv- -

Do You Know That
Milk Is the Cheapest
Cheaper even than bread and
it's just what U needed (or a

U. II. K
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M.nt.-k-e
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lies Moines
On. aha

i
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Western League.

"iMULE-TRA-

buy ulk borax, which

7

2

Bambini, at her parlors, No
West Railroad avenue, is pre
pared to give thorough scalp treat
mnt, do hair dressing, treat corns
bunions and ingrowing nails. She
gives ma.ssa.ge treatment ami manicur
ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
of complexion cream builds up the
skin and improves the complexion,
ami is guaranteed not to be Injurl
ous. She also prepares a hair toni
that cures and prevents dandruff ani
hair falling out; restores life to deat
hair; removes inoies, warts and superfluous hair. Also a face powder,
freckle euro and piroplo cure and pil
cine. All of these preparations ar
purely veritable compounds.
Have
Just added a vibrator machine for
treatment of sculp, face and cure of
wrinkles. It is also used for r1ieuma- thin, 'funs and massage.
Mrs.

:

BORAX
ofUn adulterated wri ua. riving dealer's name and five centa, and we will eeod
you a b package, m include new booklet. Boras io Uae HaaM."
Addxena; Pacific Coast Uoraa Co, Chicago, 111.
ic ami

:

n

i

.l

pewter and glassware. In fact
is an economical and labor
saving aid to the household.
For sal at all liiatera.

):.

j;,

Fe Central Railway System

SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
passenger
Fast
and freight servlco. Steamahip tlcketa to all oarta
of the World.
Cocnectlona at Torrance, N M., with the Bl Paso ft Boutbwe.tern
and Chicago, Kock Island 4 Pacific Hallways. At Kennedy
and Santa
tbe AtcnlB". Topeka & Santa Fe railway. At Santa
'
f,e'
Fe with the Tth
Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and
freli ht
Send your freteM via the Chicago, Kock Island ft Paclflc
railway, via Torrance, N. M.
Your business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS,
g. B. GR1M8HAW.
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
C
FRANK DIBERT, Asst. Secy, and Treaa.
J" P- - LYN,G
A. L. GRIMSHAW.
City Jrt. and Pass. Agt.
Traveling Frt. and Past. Agt. 0
GENERAL OFFICES
SANTA FE, N. M.

20'J

I
last," she retone.t,
have,
UaMeriei.:
Toutisend and Bemis;
found a trait in you Ibt.i is to In
Walsh, Owen ami siulliv.-iAt Washi;iirto;i
,1 U.K.
Wl.at'- - that ?" he aslo-eau' rlv.
WashiiiKton
yi
'
to yon parents. "
Philadelphia
j i:j 0 A'Loyalty
point
which
the conversation and
Kitson and
ucipiainl iinee
Ivvo
were
Coakley. Hemb-- and richreel,.
forever.
min.iti
Second aine- j.;
(.

also cleans without injury the
finest china, brightens silver,

don'ttakaasubatit

u.

It.

Santa

1
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Pure Borax

am
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Schmidt;

mid

Cleveland
Chicago

i

j

Iiuiuliue

Bowidl und Spencer.
At Clevi land

ar"" efcf"afc"lar"av"fc"'"

At IndianaiHilis

Indianapolis
h. n I.ouisv ille
,
t
At. Minneapolis

Needham;
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"J"

on all Railroads

,
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A I'hilade.ph.- a-
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latteries:
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Boston

At.

Hoston
New York
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Territorial Fairs lot quarter of a century,
but nothing like this

!

cor-wii-

hno tnu(

Maneuvers by United States Troops,
Baby Show.
Jersey Stock Show.
Poultry Exhibit.
Trades Display.
Flower Parade.
Montezuma Ball.
Carnival attractions, with 20 shows on the
streets carnival all the time.
SOMETHING DOING ALL THE TIME. .

",

'

ftiirn7in.

2:18 Pace Surburg'i Grain Plug Cut To- bacco Stake, $1,000.00.
2:20 Trot Carnation Cream Stake, $1,000.00.
2:13 Pace Moet & Chsndon's White Seal
Champagne Stake, $1,000.00.
2:09 Pace Mitchell Wagon Stake, $1,000.00.
$1,500.00 for Base Ball.
$1,000.00 Fruit and Vegetable Exhibits.
Relay Races.
Ladies' Half-Mil- e
Race.

beau-boom
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.

v.jfli'Q

$10,000 in Purses for Horse Races

0

-

.

September 17th to 22nd, 1906.

AND THEIR MARRIAGES t

0000000-00!000000items from various parts of the state
detailing the strength of the Hearst' M.,ny unfortunate marriages
nave
for governor. The Press I run- - b,,,,n
,ol ot- Pittsburg millionaires
mng a deciuediy tree lance sort or a .,,, th(M. M)ns ln most rHS,,g the wlfe
sheet, and speaks Its mind freely on ha suffered wrong at the hands or
any subject, and sometimes displays the husband.
considerable venom. It Is specially
Near the head of the list is one
down on Senator Depew and Senator of the earlier Thaws. Cuba U. Quit,;
Piatt, commencing its campaign on known as the "Indian Princess," marthem long before the Insurance inves- ried a Thaw. When he died the family
tigation began. It would like to see a onnosed the iluskv maid's suit for her
reconstruction of the republican party, wi,1ow'h dower of his rich estate, and
with a large number of "out" to be won
nuel wun ins. una it nas a m nsi
James C. Blaine, Jr., married Mary
of would-b- e
latter ones.
Nevin, a pretty actress.
They wre
divorced. Young Blaine later wedded!
i
Vau- - of New Broadway
Paving.
M8g Martha Hitchcock, daughter or
It Is estimated that the laying of a ,,he
sw.retary of the interior. She is
wooden pavement on Broadway has:Ilrw sunf, for a ,llvorf.0
j
thor-the
capacity
of
increased
that
iwrenre c. Phipps. nephew of
...ightare more than 5ii per cent. TheM)nrv
phpp.s, Carnegie's
partner
on
is
of
it
travel
increasgreatly
tide
foum, jlts niarr.lK(?
nhapp.v.
A di- ed, but the strte--i Is not as crowded voroe was
quiiy prorllml.
?.s fit used to be.
The teams travel
Harf MrKv son ,f ih.. miiiinnnire
,,.,. so ouien more
.. u..
1(,4e
gmPS man marri((, jy,,ia Slltton. and
no
me street
inai
HotlU-i- l
In r
her divorce by iiuvin
Kepi n a ironing oasis instead of
min
Tho !imn tv. h., ii.minmi
slow
way.
Now
old
ami
the
hard
'.
trucks with heavy loads go trotting
along, without any trouble to the f diowed ny a half dozen modern house
corses.
nere iormeriy tlie teams designs, for the home builder, with
had to pull heavily and slowly along, fl()0r plans, description
and color:
they now can go on a trot. It is a schemes, ihe usual departments on
common sight, n:vvadays, to see teams decoration and furnishing, answers to
trotting along with loads weighing questions on interior decorations, now
four tons, and nearly keeping pace i,ujding materials
arcnitects'
the trolley cars. As soon as they n,,r vU,
price,
yearly subscription
strike the wood pavement they strike $i.r,n. on sale at news stands.
a trot, wli.ie, ns soon as the old blcw-i'Ubllhcl. by M. I.. Keith. .Minneap- stone pjrt of the street still remain-- oils Minn.
ing is touched, the horses slow clown
to a walk, ami t.ie traces are kept
as taut aid strained as ir the load;, f you knew the va tie of ChamberI
had suddenly ecu
, wiUu)ut n. Here are some of the
"fOIIMfcK'
diseases for which it is especially val- liable: sore nipples, chapped hands,
REVIEW OF MIDSUMMER
NUMBER KEITH'S MAGAZINE. burns, frost bites, chilulains. chronic
. .
.
Kuril pi'iwi tflilnp' mips salt rheum
A special midsummer
,
number 01
I
1
uu.. 1 Kft

Ordering Meals by Telephone.
The use of the telephone is advancing in all directions.
A ijtiiei restau
rant was opened ;n this city a Utile
while ago mote as an experiment j
than anything else when' a telephone
Is placed upon each table. Tin- tables,
some 'ij iu nil. are numbered cuiisecu
lively, and each has Its special napery.
Yon enter hurriedly and want to be j
served instantly. No waiter is in!
sight. You run over the bill of fare,
select your meal, pick up the pi. one
and talk to an orderly in the kitchen.
'Hello, this is table No. 2. In a great
hurry. Order at once a s ntn sirloin
teak with mushrooms, some eattli- (lower.
Olives,
A
baked potato.
Komaine salad. Small cup hot I. lack
coining!
coffee." "All right, sir, No.
rinht along." Can you imagine any- thing more enticing? We are sure';.
moving forward.
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New Us? for Residence Roofs.
Similarity of the Case to Story in Hardy's Novel. "Teas, of the
The number of uses to which New
D'Ubervilles."
York roots are put is daily Increasing, or rather someone is dally discovering a new use. The latest is for
a shampoo. "I don't know what
would
In many of its fa'urcs the T'inw- - cinu.irn
for her)
and vengeance- do without my roof," exclaimed a West white tragedy ters a resemblance to wrotiR.s hy stabbing D'Ubervllle
to!
Side wonm;i. "It saves me many dol-- ' ;N,,vellH' ThrnlaM Hardy's notable U'a,h' Hardy brings out strongly In
every
-'
year
paras
a
lars
hair drying
the story the point that Te.3 rtal- f the I) I t miles ' Only
''" " '
snampoo my hair very easily
,ha, as ng as Alec, lived shei
lur.
Incould n t be sure that she would suc- by a small spray attached to the fan- - Tcbr avenged her own wrongs.
that disagreeable eecd In keeping out of his clutches.!
cets of my bathtub, and then I go to stad of leiving
my roof, where I have some com- - ask to iter uuHltand.
There was the danger that he would;
tortable chairs and cuslons arranged.
he had 'her. past,
n Hardy's story, Tes. as a young ruin hr lit tire a
and where the sun can get at me and Rir fell Into the clutches of Alec. " nil she removed the danger without
thought
of the consequences.
the air circulates around me. I often n'Ubervltle.
She
He was a heartless
brush my hair and air it up there in i,v.te, but gained gret influence over WRs forgiven by Claire,
1
the sunlight when
do not wish to her. In later days, after t scaping' What the consequence will be in
wash it, and that keeps It clean a long from IVl'berville, she fell in love with the case of Thaw, remains to 1
In the winter, you would bcAng.
Claire. When the time of closed The defense will be insanity.
surprised io Know now not the sun can 'their marriage drew near she tried to emotional or otherwise.
be on a Hat roof of tin."
In the case of Tt ss. the penalty extell Claire of the wrongs
she had
suffered. On the night of the wed-- ' acted was death on the gallows. They
Hearst Hasn't Purchased Press.
ding she learned that her note to had n. t In those times developed a
News of the revival of an old rumor Claire had not reached him.
Then Justification for murder committed on
that William H. Hearst had bought the she revealed the story of her past. account i f indirect wrongs, which is
New York Press was carried to him Claire immediately abandoned her and much the custom in modern days, and
the other day. "There is no truth in left the country.
!they did not examine so closely Into
it," he said. "I have troubles enough
Finally, he returned, with the inten-jthmental condition of those who
of my own. .lust low I am busy get- tlon of taking her back as his w ife. roinnitttt d murder. So Tess pa'd the
ting my San Francisco paper properly He found that she was again In the penalty with her life, even though the
on its feet again."
power of D'l't.erville.
wins to; her the sympathy oi
Then It was'st-r- y
Henry I.. Einstein, who owns the that she sought release from her fas-- ; lie leaner.
Press, denied the rumor even mote
emphatically when It first bobbed up
several weeks ago. The rumor proba- . ...
hK. rosn'.e.l frnn, !hr far,
Press has been very friendly to A
Hearst since the mayoralty campaign. A
devoting many columns to the charges! a
that the city ownership candidate had
been robbed of the election. Lately Y
the news columns of the paper have Y
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University Heights Improvement Go,,
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MRS. THAW AND "TESS"

which boasts of its varied stock, was
not provide,! with wire for dogs' hats.
The girl failed of her purpose and
missed her train in the barliain.
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Lady Shopper Couldn't Find

Mm

Lot. $5 down, $5 a month. No Interest
$25 to $150 per
Now is the time to invest before there is any change in price or terms

SOLD IN

Bearded Lions in Their
Den-He- arst

UTY

143 LOTS

OF

MANAGER
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that's all.
It's very rich in
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CITIZEN

THE ALBUQUERQUE
'

- By

By Ella K.

W. T. McCREIGHT,
Business ManSRor.

Pointedly Put

nt

Hot Consistent At All

If The Citizen renieniliers aright, Frank F. Murphy
of Arizona was one of the leaders In affairs In that territory who grew most righteously angry at the very Idea
of the friends of joint statehood in New Mexico attempting to influence the settlement of that question
In Arizoua. He wanted us to shinny on our own side,
to stay in our own territory, and to let the people of
Arizona settle joint statehood fur and among themselves.
Such being the views of Mr. Murphy, it naturally
creates no little surprise to learn that he is in New Mexico, visiting Santa Fe und las Vegas, and perhaps
other places, with the evident intent of attempting to
concentrate and trystalize the lingering love for separate statehood, which undeniably many New Mexicans
Btill feel, Into open and active opposition to joint statehood.
Thnt Mr. .Murphy has the undoubted rinht to do
this. The Citizen fully admits, but this paper must say
that such conduct on the part of Mr. Murphy does not
at all comport with his expressed views of what would
be becoming In the conduct of New Mexico. If we should
not carry the war into Arizona, the Arizona statesman
by, his own view Is estopped from bringing the war into
New Mexico. But statesmen are not always consistent.

The Arizona Star,
territory visit the press

that the press

of New .Mexico,

Dearborn,

M. D.

aXXOCKXX000XXOC000XXXXX)Ot

Sufficient time baa passed since the passage of the
statehood bill to form an Intelligent opinion of the sen
timent In New Mexico as regards the proposition and
as expressed In the territorial newspapers. All of the
dally newspapers of the territory are stronly advocating Jointure, and as the weekly press Is heard from similar declarations are coming from every county. From
all Indications the vote In New Mexico will bo practical
ly unanimous In the affirmative, especially In view of
the fact that both political parties are working to the
same end.
The proposition In a nutshell is that the people of
New Mexico and Arizona now have, the opportunity of
coming In as a Joint state or remaining out of the Union
for years. It Is wholly unsatisfactory for one who
to live In a
prizes the privileges of
territory. The people of New Mexico and Arizona are
aa fit to govern themselves as any people In the United
States. Now that the chance Is to be offered them
they should not and will not decline. For over half a
century New Mexico has been seeking admission Into
the Union. She may have to try for half a century
more If she refuses the chance that Is now offered her.
Even should Arlxona refuse, and it is nut at all certain
that she will, should New Mexico agree to the Joint
statehood idea, go on and hold her convention and present her case at the short session of congress, there is
a possibility at least of her claim lieing recognized, but
beyond this congress there Is no certainty of results.
At the same time It Is a duty Incumbent upon friends
of Jointure to be up and doing. The battle, even In New
Mexico, can not be won until the polls are closed on the
6th day of November next. Wlille the Independent
firmly believes that It Is only a question of majority,
at the same time that majority should be so overwhelming as to leave no room for doubt as to the willingness
of the people of this territory to accept statehood in any
form. Just so It is statehood. Silver City Independent.

So Mote It Be
proposes

Worship

Their Life Partners

The Citizen Publishing Company

W. 8. STRICKLER,
President.

Where To

Women Snould Clhose

Published Daily and Weekly.

that
when the latter
of

John's Episcopal Church No
Sunday school at
services tomorrow'.
I can conceive of no more degrading profession for 10 a. m.
O- a woman than the profession of husband hunting. JeChrlstian Scientists S. rvJces will
rome K. Jerome.
be held in the Women's Club rooms In
corMoat of people will readily agree with Mr. Jerome, the Commercial Club building,
ner of Cold avenue and South Fourth
you
will
conventionally,
but if you think broadly, not
st reel, at 11 a. m.
O
Anally ask yourself, Why should not a woman have the
St. Paul's Lutheran Church Rev.
man she wants, even If she does have to hunt for him? B. .Moser. pastor. Church located at
Hasn't she as much right to match tempenumienta as the coiner of Sixth street and Silver
avenue. Sunday school at .:30.&m.
to match ribbons, and Isn't It far more imitonant to have German
service and sermon at 11 a.
a happy home than an exact shade of sllK? Is n hus- m. English service and sermon at 8
band of less importance than a yard of ribbon? Surely p. in. Voii are cordially Invited.
every person has a right to an Ideal, and no woman
Christian Church Corner of Ootd
ri.
should be censured or called a "professional husband avenue and Broadway. Krnest
Crawf rd. minister, residence. 311
specimens
the
with
pleased
is
she
Ivecause
not
hunter"
Soutli Arno strict. Sunday sehixd at
In the husband market, or because1 she refused to marry 10 a. m.
Sermon at It a. m.
"Happiness, and the Way to Atone below her standard of manhood.
Christian Endeavor fit 7
tain It."
Normal people marry, and If there were more Intelli- p. ni. Evening worship at 3 p. m.
gent "hunting" done before marriage there would be
Highland Methodist Church Icat-efewer divorces. A woman's judgment Is usually con
at 312 South Arno street. J. M.
ceded to be better than man's, In matrimonial and home Sollie, pastor. Preaching at 11 a. in.
subject, "Love."
affairs, and if she is suited and happy, she wins the man and 8 p. ni. Morning
Evening subject, Repentance." Sunany
average
man,
almost
to happiness also. To the
day school at 9:45 a. ni. J. D. Emd
Senior league
and a mons, superintendent.
woman will do for a wife, If she is
7 p. m. T. M. Dorrls, leader. Strangood cook. But to a woman there is but ONB man m at
gers are cordially Invited to at'end
the world, and that Is the man she loves. Byron's esti each service of the day.
O
mate of love was correct
First Presbyterian Church Corner
"Man's love Is of his life apart.
of Fifth street and Sliver avenue.
'Tis woman's whole existence."
Hugh A. Cooper, pastor. Servivcs at
necessary
him,
if
Ideal,
hunt
for
and
Girls, have an
m. Difing the
8
11 a. in. and
have the man you want or none.
months of July and August the First
Methodist church and the Presbytechurch will hold union services
XX0XX0XKX)XXXDOOO00XOOOOt rian
Sunday evenings, alternating between
the churches Dr. Rollins will preach
tomorrow evening at the Presbyterian
a. m.
church. Sunday school at 9:-Young people's nueting at 7 p. 111.
Strangi.'is welcome.

Poor Man Whistles
Rich Bear Burcieiis

XXXXXXXyJXXX30XKOOOvK'JX)0
stenlien B. FJkins said to the West Virginia
Bankers' association some wise things about wealth.
M,n,v tn n certain sense." he said. ;s concentrat
ed power. In a man's pocket it is a most loyal and unfailing friend. But. after a certain point wealth becomes
a burden, robs Its owner of ease and repose; yet I have
observed how willing people are to struggle along
through life with the burdens of wealth upon them.
foot- - men iiiwnya u.
Very rich men never wnisiie.
i nis is
iii the hearts of the poor men.
Hir.i luiniis a
well. In every condition of lire there is compensation.."
Alt this nniKt have been extremely affecting to the
associated bankers. They must have been touched with
They must have
h quick sensibility of their martyrdom.
felt halos set tling about tueir neaus as i uey were mane
to realize not only how willingly but how eagerly ihey
are Htruggllng along through life with the burdens of
..., iii unnn thmu
rtiit th imri of Senator Elkins' re
marks which appeals most to the ordinary uiiniaityred
mind is what he so toucliingly says concerning
;,,n
riff
c.t ii ir tht nionrv which- the rich mall
v..j.i.-.t,i.l,.7i(lllvrii.
has in his pocket is the bird song which the poor man
I ne
ncn man nas power, uui me
has in his heart.
poor man has his whistling.
Thin Men
mil tie claimed as original with Sena
..
tor FJklns. Pat Sheedy, the famous International
fnnnonitc nnd erlilc nhil- nn.i ...if u Vw,u, u.h,,,il
osophy seems to lie very like that of Senator Elkins,
once said: "The rich nave tneir ice in summer aim uie
iinur lmro i holra tn winter, and so they're even." It is
a comforting philosophy for the rich; but it has no spe
cial meaning tor people wnose oniy possessions are now
dniiKi In their lieiirts. Hut nerhaiis Senator Elkins did
not Intend it to go beyond the meeting of bankers.
Qnii !4t rr
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Man Is a Creature

of Acquired Habits

well-bein-

Man's Commercial Value
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and

MucR Rakers Find

a caucus of the republican members of the house, by
framing the Hamilton bill, announced the best terms

admissible for admission of the two territories, "bear
ing in mind the rights and interesm of the people
or the two territories and of the United States
Taking by and lar;;e the political history of
the United States since 851 it will be observed that
what has been t lie policy of the Republican party lias
prevailed in the end always. And that is because the
policy of that party has been Just, and for the best interests of the people of the I'nlti'd Style. That will be
the way with the question of statehood for Arizona and
New Mexico. Sooner or later and it mislit as well be
at this time Arizona and New Mexico will accept jointure, because they can never aMaln statehood upon any
other terms. Nogaleg Oasis.
1

Deming Headlight: That statehood is to be desired
by all can not be denied, and, while admitting t hat we
are entitled to become a state to ourselves, nill the
Headlight Is of the opinion that statehood as it is offered to us today Is far better than none. And if we of
New Mexico refuse the offer of congress as it is now
made to us we are also of the opinion that nw will live
to regret it for many years to come.
New Mexican:

The effort on the pail of

u few

In- -

terested parties to line up the democrats in New Me xieo
against Joint statehood has fallen Hat. Such leader s as

s. Hopewell, O. A.
! :. v.
Uhavi'H, H. M. Dougherty and a score of otli- is, togi ill. r
with all the democratic papers except one, have c ome
out boldly for Jointure and with them will march the
rank and file of t)t-i- r party.
Antonio Joseph,

,

Arizona S:ar: The Star predicts the miuiIutii Purine company will sustain the Issue for statehood him-j,i- y
bee aase it has always worked for tin- - benefit of Ari1; is not going
zona and iis uphuildliiK.
to break that
Kod record now unlcs it e to lead off in il i'is;; greater
things than eer for the territory.
l
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For Warm Weather

St.

We never before were so well prepared to take good
care of the heat driven Man, with smart looking, comfortable Clothes.

The cool breezes find an easy entrance through our
airy Crashes, Serges and Homespuns.
Yet, for all th?!- - lightness, skillful Tailors have given
a permanent shape to the garments that you would think
impossijle in stuff so Zephyr-like- .
Then your size is here.
Yes, even If you are one of those large, healthy Fellows that most Clothiers think It too much trouble to
bother with.
Wool Crash, Serge and Homespun Suits or Coat and

Trousers.
$7-$- 20

We'll certainly fix It all right with your purse.

good-nature-
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SATURDAY,

Sui-Jec-

shall assemble In this city during the approaching fair
The suggestion is most excellent. The Star adds:
The editors of the presB of both territories getting
acquainted would be an important stop tn getting the
people of both territories acquainted. The sooner this
Is done the better, for there is going to be a union of
Arizona and New Mexico as a state, and the press will
be called upon to introduce the families of the two geographical divisions and get them acquainted with each
other. The coming together of the representatives of
the press as suggested will result in very much good
and certainly no harm. Let this matter be taken under
XX0O0XXXXXX0XXOX(IXXXXXi
consideration by the members of the press of both territories. If the press can get together the people will
Kean the Philadelphia kidnaper. Who is also several
follow them In all things which have for their purpose times an embezzler, says lie can remember the time in
g
the general
of the people of both sections. his life when the owing of $3 worried him. But owing
Gentlemen of the press, let us get together.
money may, like many other things, become a habit
and sear the conscience. Kean acquired that habit, and
in late years felt no uneasiness in borrowing all the
money he could get his hands on, even without waiting
A Maine doctor recently got hlmeslf a little notorifor the owner's consent.
ety by a paper he read before the National Medical
"How use doth breed a habit in a man:" Habit lies
In this paper he endeavored to place a com- at the basis of all our ordinary action. Everything that
mercial value on man as a commodity.
David
we do repeatedly becomes easy and habitual.
At 15 a boy, he says, la worth $4,23.ti0. As this is Hume declared that the habit or seeing the bright side
an average, some boys must be very valuable com- of things was worth more than a thousand pounds a
modities, as most of them, when put at work, are not year. Diligence, economy and perseverance are habits
worth the odd sixty-si- x
cents. Man's highest value is that carry life as steadily to success as favorable winds
at 25, and at ttO he is worth $17.13, which Is Just that carry a ship at tea. Depravity is not an Inheritance,
much more than Dr. Osier figured.
Professional men but a character formed by persistent habit. And rectiare worth more than Ave times the average, possibly tude is only the confirmed habit of doing what is right.
because the writer was a doctor. Others may deny the
The truth is not simply that we may form habits;
correctness of these figures, but how can they prove It? we must rorm habits. We cannot do or say or think
Evidently in the case of
and young men, the or feel anything without leaving a definite mark on the
doctor must have done like the corporations and the nervous organism which more or less affects all sucutility combines, in estimating the value of their plants. ceeding action or speech or thought or feeling. Could
The chief value of both boy and plant lies in the un- the young but realize how soon they will become mere
earned increment !n what they may possibly make in walking bundles of habits, they would take t are
have
the future.
those habits helpful instead of harmful.

Absolutely Accurate
The republican party came out into the open,
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friends Thursday afternoon, the occasion hilng her 4th birthday. The
pleasing feature of the afternoon was
that, each little guesr was presented
with a doll, being requested 10 dress
it so as to
some nation.
Light refreshments 'were servoif.
The "orchard social" given last
evening by the members of the Ep- - Large. .iry Rooms. Prtces Very .,ea.
wot'tli league of the Highland Meth
sonab'e.
odist church, proved a verv success
ful affair, bouh from the numbers at
MRS. OWEN DINSDALE.
tending and the amount realized from
Proprietor,
the sale of refreshments that were
served during the evening. The affair took place at the home of Mr3. Always
Something Doing
Ridley, t!20 South Walter street.
Rev. J. W. Barron, pastor of the
AT THE
Congregational church, was a passen
ger for. Santa Fe this morning. Rev.
Barron anticipates a ten days' rest
in the Capital City. The pulpit, of
the Congregational church is being
filled (Hiring his absence by the Rev.
Mc.Ni II, of the Baptist church.
Tii?
Congregational and Baptist churches
are holding union meetings during the
summer, each of the ministers taking
turns of six weeks In the pulpit.
Mr. and Mr3. George W. Olivet-Mr- ami
ami Mrs. James A. Graham and
child, have arrived in the city.' and
will occupy the residence Of Mr. and
Mrs. W. W. McDuiaid, at No. 517
South Third stne;. during the an- seme of the latter, who will leave on
Monday night for 1is Angeles, where
they will visit their daughter,
Mrs.
Uiifiis Goodrich. Mr. Oliver is an attorney, while Mr. Graham was In the
mail oervice.
Both gent men. with
their lamilies, will probably remain
in this city in the future.

HOLLENBECK HOTEL AND CAFE BETTER THAN EVER.
CONVENIENT AND DESIRABLE.

A

L
L

Hunt, formerly of
Colonel Chas.
Aibuiieru.ne but the pant few years
a resident of
I'aso, Is expected at
Chihuahua. Mexico, soon, when, ii is
said, he will commence suit in t he
coui-to collect a balance due on a
commission
for the sale of the
timber tract in that Male io
Sawyer-Aus'ii-

ii

NO. 118 WEST GOLD AVENUE.

To nig hi

Lumber company of Pine Bluff. Ark.
Colonel Hunt claim
that only a
par of the commission lias been paid.
I'. A. Kendall of the Sawyer-Austi- n
company, passed through
Lumber
Chih'.ahna with an engineer on his
w,t
in the Liliiaiitour timber tract W.
oiii ,ni the K. C, M.
O. railroad

near llocoyna.

i i:e people of Mr. Kendall' (Minium, purchased thia tract of ili.n .
aeii - a few mouths ago and have an
ciiyiii. t r surveying and marking the
boundary lines of heir purchase. The
in w
nulneer is to take the place of
'ii u.e who lias bet n making the ur- I

.

e

lil,ely that, the new own-ii'ol
:!1 iiii.b 1'lak" the exploitation
It
aei in he near future.
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SWAIN'S
PAXY,
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DEPOT AND BEACH LINE CARS STOP AT THE HOLLENBECK DOOR.

0000000000K00

NO

WASTE HEAT WITH GAS

j

WITH A COAU FIRE YOU CAN' T
HELP WASTIXG, FOR YOU HAVE
TO HEAT THE WHOLE OP THE
STOVE BEFORE VOL CAN USE A
PART OF IT.
WITH GAS. YOU CAN'T WASTE
UNUOSS YOU DELIBERATELY DO
SO.
YOU NEED USE BUT THE
lORTION YOU WANT.
ONE JET
MAY BE USED WITHOUT HEATING THE REST OF THE RANGE.
THAT'S HOW YOU SAVE GAS AND
CASH.
ONE FOOT AWAY FROM
THE GAS JET IT'S COOL A PROOF
THAT YOU GET YOUR HEAT
WHERE YOU WANT IT, AND NOWHERE ELSE. SEE SA.MPLES ON
EXHIBITION AT THE
ELECTRIC BUILDING

Tlie Albuquerque Gas, Electric

Light and Power Go.

CORNER 4th AND GOLD

000Cl0COe000C400000
MELIN & EAKIN,
I

Wholesale liquor and

Ciar

Dealers

CENTS.

DRAMATIC
IN THE

COM

BiG TEN!

THE BEST IN TOWN

mm

Per Gallon

$1.50

Special Price on Large Orders
Delivered to any part of the city

LOUDON'SPhone JERSEY FARM
Colo.

Red

9J,

THE BEAUTIFUL SIX ACT
DRAMA,

"TwoOrplians"

J

GOOD

LOOKS

TO

i

i

en

-

ADMISSION

to

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Wniaklea, Moet k.
Cbandon White Seal Champagne, Bt. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlits Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 Souta rirst
Street, Albuquerque, New Meilcs.

E
Y
S

s

'

New Mexico people spending the Summer on the beaches are welcome to
feel at home in our hotel when visiting Los Angeles.

T

BOWLING

i

TO

Calif.

ss

.

the

See Santa Fe Agent for round
trip rates, good for thirty days.

Your friendship and patronage is appreciated.
Courtesy and attention
guests is a pleasure to us.

Miss Mae Warner, at No. 317 North
h street, entertained
a few

In

FIRST

HOLLENBECK HOTEL
Los Angeles,

F.tirteitii

s

New Mexico

ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

ooototototooetKto

LOCAL PARAGRAPHS

In

CURES KIDNEY AILMENTS.
CURES DIABETES.
CURES INDIGESTION.

A. C. BILICKE AND JNO. S. MITCHELL INVITE THEIR FRIENDS
MAKE NEW MEXICO HEADQUARTERS AT THE

Grand Central Hotel

I

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
EASY TO REACH.

O

Funeral Directors

I'

-

CURES DROPSY.

Congregational and Baptist Serv
the Congregational church, on
Broadway, at the end of the viaduct
Sunday school at lu o'clock. Prof.
Morning
superintendent.
Hodgin,
services at 11 o clock, topic of ser
mon, "(lathering to the Center," Rev.
J. W. T. McNeil.
Organ Prelude (Selection?)
Chiir.
Shelley Embalming Is Our Specialty
Quartette "Ciod Is Love"
Offertory
Duet "O Divine Redeemer''
Mrs. Howard Clark and Mrs. E. L. Cor. Fifth Street and Railroad Avs.
Washburn.
Organ posilude "March".... Market
Y. P: S. C. E. at 7 o'clock. Even
ing services nt 8
Topic of
sermon. "Jesus and tlu Blind .Man."

cap-;ilist-

Clothing and
Furnishings

RELIEVES PAIN.
BUILDS UP THE SYSTEM.
CURES RHEUMATISM.

Ices at

-

The Rev. Dr. David M. Si.ele. of Valley Forge. Pa-hdiscovered 'bat tleorge Washington was mighty
careless about what he did on Sunday. Too much
entirely. Why, ou the first day of the week,
when George might have been reading "Fox's .Martyrs,"
or "Lives of the Saints," and tilling the Mt. Vernon
home with Sunday gloom, the Father of His Country
o
indulged in a fox hunt an even vent so
far as to play cards. Shameful;
Hut the point is not how Washington spent his Sundays. Ii is to wonder at the minds of men who delve in
musty lore in search of fails that are not worth the
powder 10 blow them up when they are found. Washington's reptation rests on other things than his religious belief. To be the man hat he sureiv was lei must
have had some line practical religion in his heart, lint
why open ninths? Who cans if Martin Luther, Oliver
Croinwi 11, .luiius Caesar, Hamescs I. and a lot mo.v were
bu.sy mixing good and bad in llie days wh. u they walked
he earth?
11,11
The
ii mailer now?
what do--This is
world is engaged in h migln
big jolj of uplifting humanity. It is trying to send scoundrels In high places
It
id jail and to improve the lot of the plain p opb
crying for liberal ideas and respectability.
It is irvni:
to do more for children, it is asking for llie practical
religion that will make life happit r ;.nd ileal ii more
peaceful. It Is putting the lid oil vice and uiakmg irtue
.
sliilie like the rays of tlie sun.
Help is needed, the help ,,f
r. Steele t. id e er
oilier minKtcr and laxmaii.
All the help Iti the voi'H
is not too much lor the i.i.sk in hand
It is possibl" to
beautify the lives of all of us, but never bv digging
among roping col tins for the petty faults of diose who
should be i niemljer.'d only for their
irtues.

x

Adams & Dilgard

street.

Fine

SUMMER RESORTS AND HOTELS

For Zoological Parks.
Live antelope, beaver, otter, wild
turkeys, blue loco, and mountain topknot partridges, fox and black squirrels, blue cranes, wild swans, geese
and ducks; and all sorts of wild animals and birds. Write and tell me
what you can get. Dr. Cecil French,
O
First M. E. Church Rev. J. C. Rol Naturalist, Washington. D. C.
lins, nast .r. Sunday school at 9:45 a.
ROUGH DRY.
We do it right.
in. Si rangers cordially invited. Morn- Imperial Laundry Co.
ading worsllip at 11 o'clock, with
dress by the pastor. Communion service, followed by the Sacrament of the
Lord's Supper. There will be special
mu.-i-c
at this service. Epworth league
at i p. ni. Union evening service, at
the Presbyterian church at 8 o'clock.
The pastor of this church will preach.
The church is located on the comer
of Lead avenue and South Third

SUE FOR HIS FEE

00X)XXXX0XXXX000XXXX0XXOOt

M. MAHBE1LIL

Clothing and
Furnishings

WANTED.

CHAS. F. HUNT WILL

Filth

king,

Fine

'bat the owners propose
their
eol'lplete survey

!: VCll CH ARACTER.

when
T'imi's w'.a- jou'll
home, all
M'tle
La' tii'-I.'111' down
nihe.!. for tl.J-'"-

PLEASING SHOW' FOR

lol.liue .J..

SPECIAL WARDROBE

FOR

mi- -

:
.:-

:

DANCING SCHOOL.
h;

Saturc'.-'retiula1Mall will
ColoiT.bo

at
n-t.-

-

i

te

mgt

dance
postponed

next Saturday.
TAKING-FR- EE
FOR "THE
YOURS
LUNCH AT THE WHITE EL

E PH

ANT,

:i

nvui'li.

EVERYBODY.

ADMISSION

ONLY

IS CENTS
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I
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110 WEST COLD

'j l

JUNE

SATURDAY,

EVENING

ALBUQUEEQUE

30, 1906.
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PAGE SEVEN,

at present he hni no such intenDR. CARVER'S WONtions.
CHAVEZ ON
111s Kansas
farm is Mocked with
blooded cattle and fine horses, some
DERFUL HORSES
CONTINUOUSLY of
which Mr. Swain In Justly proud,
Among
his stock- belongings are,
Wonona Watt," an Imported Persian
valued at $10,0'to, a draft Stabted at Traction Park and
The Man of Business or the Home Library
Has the W. I. Swain Dramatic stallion,
horse tiiat has won among other
Sweepstakes'
prizes the 1902 Chicago
Ready, For Business on
Co. Been on the Road.
Although He Always
Willing to Accept
Horse Show irize for draft horses. In
We have just received a
points class; "mack
action and
of
July.
4th
the
Life
Swain's
Story
large shipment of
Puke," a Jack at the head of his
Was in Favor of Single Statehood
mules, which has showed against all
Roll To
tne prominent jacks of the country,
Desks, Flat
i Bunding
away three
consecutive GREAT ATTRACTION FOX VISITORS
For New Mexico.
MAKES
READING carrying
INTERESTING
office
Desks,
Chair, Book.
sweepstakes In the Kansas City Jack
SUuuJb
Cases, Typewriter
Show, and at l.exlngtou. Ky., as well.
Tables.
and
5,t)0fl.
"Illack Duke" is valued at
As stnteil in The Kvenlntt Citizen
We guarantee our line to
William I. Swain.
Among his .Tersey cattle Is "Bessie B." yesterday afternoon, Dr. Carver and
represent the best workman-shi- p
29,
the owner of the
!!''.
Ios Lunas, N. Al June
a belter with 27 pounds of butter fatinR fnmo8 horses are in the city,
and highest clam ol
Swain
Dramatic
in one week to her credit, and a blue. The doctor registers at the Alvarado,
The Rveninn Citizen, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
cabinet work. The deals yon
c o m p a n y, now
ribbon winner at many cattle
Gentlemen Yours of the 2Sth Inst., duly received.
are
life
his ennlne
enlovW lent
buy of us will not fail to
In
playing
this
liibits.
for my opinion on the statehood quesIn reply to your
int. Traction Fark.
On July 4. begln- pieces In a ebort time, tboa
having
our
ity.
their
under
favor'
of
in
always
been
I
beg
have
swam
.or.
I
present
that
to
atfay
is
p.
tion.
m. the Carver
hi
conuiiciiim nlng at 2 o clock
causing you much anner-aoce- .
!g tent opHsite
Imt
.
on bis farm a series of experiments
beloved territory admitted into the Union of States separately.
win nerform' Anri It l Rflfe
the F.Iks' Opera
with the Jersey Duroc red hog, and1.,,
Bince we have been denied that Treat Tirlvllese, and congress has
,i.at
.Dv,i thnnann.i viuimra
Our prices are the loweet.
House, besides be- to choose whether we want Joint
the I'oland China white hoc. looking I,.. ,k ....-- i. .u.,. ..f, .,.... .:n
sen fit to offer us the opportunityI say,
Ing
a t.ieatrlcal man of some fourteen ho a 'discovery as to which animal is'o,..
'yes."
i
i
not,
or
i.,.
Arizona
with
statehood
.i.k
asons exiierlence. during which best adapted to the climatic conditions
snj my
We should avail ourselves of the present opportunity,
nient. The Holse, Idaho, Statesman
counof
every
his
.
time
only
welfare
he
has
tint
expert-toured
prevalent
In
man
every
In
has
the
Kansas.
that
opinion
is
these
that
candid
in
state and territory in the' I'nited men:s he Is assisted by the Kansas 8ays;
try at heart, and especially that or his children, should vote we
llo8P Ila3 wln,sse(l some startling
ates, hut has made tours of Canada Agricultural and Mechanical College, things
advantages
that
considering
the
measure,
present
the
favor of
but none has been so impress-locate- d
and the threat northwest, and Mexico,
4M Hriv.
at Manhattan.
nn.t which are offered us bv the provisions of the bill.
lvp a8 th0 remarkable exhibition of
Is today a very pr sperons farmer as
In his poultry department he makes ;emilne praWe8s being given nighlly
Yours sincerely,
which are nio-- t liberal.
ell.
JACOBO CHAVEZ.
a specialty of the White Plymouth
t Rlverslde park by Dr. William V.
308-31- 0
N. M.
Ave.,
Mr. Swain's life story makes Inter Hock, which is a haray hen, adapted Icarver's quintet
?
of diving horses,
any
all
to
climates.
esting reading.
and
one
At
He started life as
tlme;Some of the most efficient people on
the son of a farmer In Indiana, and he went In for gamecocks but the the American stage have filled the
made his first start for a fortune by fights that so often occurred among boards at local theaters, but the most
MRS. TANNER KILLED
earning the magnificent sum of 23 this breed caused Mrs. Swain to put M)pular has never succeeded In draw- SENATOR CLARK
f
ctnts per day feeding a sugar cane tne nana oi ner disapproval on incra.illu. crowds such as thronu Boise's
during tne summer, and going to i,h!i season .nr. swain s saics irom summer park every night.
Fully
IN AUTO ACCIDENT mill
his Jersey and pork stock nmryihted 2,000 men. women and children, rolTHE COPPER KING
the "district skule" In the winter.
so
that he feels that licking. Jostling, now laughing at
As soon as he had grown ufflcient- - to ovfr $3."oo,
ly large, and, as he himself puts It, any time "the road" loses Its charm some witticism launched by the dochim, that he will "go back to the tor and wafted Into the grand stand
of accumulated sufficient funds to take for
The
World.
In Albuquerque Last Evening In Helena, Montana-Wi- fe
nie away from the farm," he joined tarm," and make a comfortable living on one of those light zephyrs known
Like all showmen, liowever, the only In Boise, and again, with mouths Evil
traveling
a
happened
to
circus
that
His
Grand Army Commander
Enrouie to ClarKville to
be playing in the town near which "call of the road' has first claim upon agape, utterly astonished by the feats
him,
perhaps,
until,
Powers
the
and
Show
wonderful
horses,
attended
these
was
his
This
of
located.
farm
father's
Meets Death by
was the "Famous John O'Rrien's Above call him O his last re'.iearsal, the exhibition last night, not a tace
Inspect Mines.
and ring down the curtain upon the In the reveling throng but that gazed
Menagerie and New York Curcus."
last act of his tventfin life, he will Intently at every move of the nique
This was in July. In Octolier of the continue
to present to the American quintet from the time they e. i "en
OVER EMBANKMENT same year Mr. Swain, then 14 years
ARIZONA IS AGAINST STATEHOOD CAR TOPPLING
tne best ne can obtain In the tered the arena until the c ak of
old, landed with the show in Philadel people
way of legitimate drama and good, darkness slowly fell, over
'ge.n
phia, where he acquired his first taste wholesome
amusement.
city of the "gem state."
Evening
Citizen.
The
to
city
of
life
and
theatrical
first
his
Slecial
bbw
"Couper
William A. Clark, the
Honors were evenly divided among
Helena, Mont., June at). The re- performance In the old Arch street
King," and United States senator
Face
the horses. While IJttle Powe
ANNUAL
THE
SEMI
theater,
being
of
wife
performance
of
the
Mrs.
Tanner,
the
Jameb
mains
AlbuquerTrom Montana, arrived In
swii i4w irltl Irluia U'(tt I'"UiniIe
iha
In
Grand
chief
Danites."
of
the
commander
the
car,
que, last evening, in his private
UKLLli I .111 JrlLClflmong tne bevy or laano neaiuy tnat
of the Republic, who died yesThe following spring Mr. Swain did
attached to No. 1, leaving an hour Army
filled the grand stand, the obtrusive
hospital
this
terday
a
in
afternoon
at
go
not
went
show,
out
with
but
the
where he will in'
later, for Ciarkville,
Berlo-cosmack of old Powder
..,'rtinH
n.f.er which city as the result of injuries received to Bridgeport. Conn., and Joined the OF SIMON STERN, THE RAILROAD and
Face
Interested those of the stern
will
accident,
be
automobile
an
&
circus,
remainRirnuni
Ariz.,
Hutchinson
AVENUE
CLOTHIER,
TOLD
he will Journey to Jerome.
very
twitching of the
sex.
The
United akt?n, back to the old Tanner home ing with them three seasons, at the
ABOUT IN A TWO-PAG"AD."
where is located, his famous y.a
horse's lips was studied by many
.ho'for Interment, accompanied by tn time when James A. Railey first bet
..i
is almost came associated witn Rarnum In "the
in today's Issue of The Kvening young chaps who would be fain to
most, valuable mine in the great grizzled war veteran who
emulate an excellent example.
,lu misfortune giatest show on earth."
e
in
Citizen will be found a
southwest, and a source oi much ot which has befallen tehr.r'
Frisky "Little Cupid." with his
the opening of the
He
.u
lm,ona wealth
Of all those connected
with the sert, announcing
preen-tni- r
Yesterday afternoon General and now
x:ile tf Simon smart antics, easily won hia way to
only two survive,
time
ihat
was accompanied by his daughter.;
hvarta of the small boys, and Old
nf Mpv'Mrs, Tanner, who had arrived In the Mr. Swam and Frank Hayet, the pres Stern, the popular Railroad avenue the
n4
A perusal of the different Cupid was not far behind his Junior
sec- - morniug, the general being on a visit ent superintendent of the show. Rar- clothier.
v..-- t,
i
h A.i..rB.iv his private mnn- 10 me .Montana
department oi tue num, Raiey nnd the rest nave gone bargains offered in this "ud." will in making friends. "Silver King," In
ii..iiiurtnn
retary, and W.
Army, accompanied by Mrs. to their last reward.
readily convince any wearer of mas- the star stall, ami having no mean
ager for the Clark s,k!il rniiina flt Grand
retinue to perform his toilet, naturalK. Toole, wile of the governor ol
Ry this time Mr. Swain had accum culine garmeius that to go farther ly proves the most interesting o lr,
Ciarkville, who Joined the senator in J.
General lister Wilson. ulated some $3,000, and getting the in search of better values would be
Montana,
and
ago.
days
few
a
Colorado
The Flying Automobile the most
Dont fail to see Dr. W. F. Carver
Bozeman, entered an automobile managerial nee", in his biuinet, went but a wanton waste of time. Mr. Carver's "babies." although ho has
When asked the object of his visit of
tour of the city and to Chicago, where he proceeded to Stern, like all clever clothiers, keeps not yet been seen In the diving in his marvelous exhibition with shot daring and awful feat of frenzied fury
a
for
Sencountry.
the
of
TKrtion
to this
the world haa ever known.
But "this meanest horse of gun and rifle.
suburbs. On the way to Fort Har organize the Swain Comic Opera com no slock on his shelves to be "car stunt.
ator Clark declared that it was merely
all," as the doctor fondly dubs him,
in the outskirts of the cily, the pany, among
thereby
season,
next
rison.
over"
ried
until
as
recreation
Inspection,
and
Diving
The Doctor offers $100 to any lady
Horses
visit
of
being
Famous
some
a
of his people
His Five
.
.
i
rH a II tT.jMui nut ....
rin . nnu iliira
i.t..
w 1.1. , c,w.i.,.l
o,.v.w the well known comedian, (I. A. losing, action on that much Invested loesses equine idiosyncrasies which never disappointing or making a
100K1IIK
II r. ,un PH thn,t lift
...oil
will successfully ride Silver King'
who
eminently
Alter
star.
the
him
make
al-narrow
point in the road, Gilbert, now deceased, and Frank capital, but to realize funds with
ami at a
In his
further minlne nronerties,
dive.
audibowing
winking
to
or
nately
the
wagon
room
a
for
turned out to make
though he added, with a wink
Wade, who played in Albuquerque, which to buy the present season's ence or butting Ir. Carver In the
Excursion
Sensation
tralna
and special round
World's Greatest
this point the road winds along a
summer. Julia Marco was his latest offerings, moves the goods that buck. Silver King Impresses devotees 'theThe
"You know, I always keep an eye on At
Gir) jn Red rjdng the clown norge trip rates over railroad. Don't forget
high embankment, and misjudging the last
over,"
In
being
danger
are
"carried
of
throughout
the
property
mining
donna,
prima
who
ykes,
Jerome
all
as possessing aiguiiy uecomiug urn r.un H In hia 40. foot d va.
the date
distance, the cliauffeur ran the outer later became and
one of tne greatest at no matter what prices are offered,
country."
of the auto over the embank- comic cpera. comedians in the busi- the Idea being to get them out of the distinction and nil remain at a
Speaking of the JMnt statehood wheels upsetting
way lo make room for more stock. spectable distance from this kin of
the car and throwing ness, was singing in the chorus.
status, Senator Clark, In conversation ment,
Mrs
ground.
occupants
the
to
the
clothes, hats, shoes and men's e nines.
The
livenof
The
representative
with a
After organizing the opera went on furnishings, of every description on
It is not a little enthralling to
Tanner
first,
struck
and
earth
the
ing Citizen, said:
the road.
watch the horses as they steadily
Mrsv
fell
Toole
General
now
Wilson
are
and
tag
at.
nule"
"green
U
sale
the
wrong.
Ttielwo
"The scheme's
"I lasted Just nine weeks, " said Mr. in style, but may not be next season, climb Ihe steep Incline to the
best ef- upon her, General Tanner managing Swain,
territories have given theirbuilding
cents
ADMISSION,
event during that time therefore .Mr. Stern's correct Idea to
platform from which they make
to
up
equilibrium
maintain
his
to
by,
gone
years
forts, in
Quickly extricating themselves from that I remember distinctly, was when "move the goods, no matter what the the dive. Watching them closely as
preparatory
localities
respective
their
the tangle, it was found that Mrs. we were playing In Springfield, Mo. price may lie." As a result of these they cautiously feel their way to the
to being admitted as separate states,
Tanner,
who had struck on her head, Marco, our prima donna, and the tenor modern business methods Albuquor-qnean- s very front of the platform, or as they WE HVVE JUST RECEIVED A COMPLETE LINE OF
will
against
the
them,
and to combine
was
unconscious,
and she was Imme- were singing a selection from "Oli
getting an opportunity to gaze at the pond below or from side
territory
of
either
of the inhabitants
vette," when I saw several 'persons purchaseareseasonable
diately
hospital,
a
dying
to
rushed
our
goods at. prices to side, the old admonition, "look beof
keynote
would lie to make the
I watched
leave the hall.
them. never offered except at these same fore you leap," is recalled to mind,
gates
b'.iortly
reaching
after
to
the
mockery.
freedom,
a
constitution,
They went across the street and
(Pari, France)
"green tag" sales, which occur semi Hnd it must bo admitted that the
Anyway, I do not believe that under the hospital grounds. None of the clambered onto a
surveys the
carefully
"who"
horse
of
many
party
se
the
other
members
were
bargains
territoo
annually.
are
bill,
The
the
the present omnibus
thirty-od- d
"That," added Mr. Swain, "proved and varied to be designated separate
feet of ozone into which
Fine Toilet Soaps, Face Powders, Rouge,
tories have a ghost of a show of be- riously hurt. and Mrs.
how interesting (?) comic opera was ly, but an examination of the stock, "he" is to precipitate' "himself," is
were
lanner
lueneral
Arizona
states,
for
ing admitted as
In
Toilet Waters and their special line of bulk
those i.ays."
and the ridiculously low prices mark- blessed with better than "horse
will pile up a tremendous majority known to a number of Albuquerque- Is something
dive
sense."
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The
many
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Mr.
At
and
others
territory,
of
the
tags"
the
will
Swain
tell
or
"green
weeks
end
nine
on
at
little
the
ed
proposition,
Quadruple Extracts.
vote against the
while uttending the found himsilf in Topeka, Kas., his the story better than any newspepor worthy of enthusiasm and must be
least that was the sentiment there the having met them
be fully appreciated.
seen
to
gone,
encampment
o,
Army
re
In
It
Grand
working
held
being
himself
is
for
a
and
could.
time
territory."
article
last time I visited the
Cruces, where General ne harvest fields at $2.50 per day. the "man from Missouri," and "being
in cently at
"Will not the mining interests
A HAPPY EVENT
Simon Stern will "show"
for lanner was the chief figure. They That was in the year 188;. The win- .shown."
Arizona be largely responsible
visited in Albuquerque a short while ter of that year Mr. Swain went out you.
this. Senator" was asked him.
as advance agent for the Robert Ruck
" the senator very adroit- after leaving Las Cruces, and
(Contributed.)
The stores "lid" writer, Ronie Jaffa,
Well
n route to the western divisions ot Dramatic company. Ruck was then a did good work in framing his bargain
Last night at the Iioiim of Mr. and Both Telephones.
117 West Railroad Avenue.
ly turned the conversation into other
the Grand Army, each of which Cor great dramatic star, and was often spaces to great advantage, while the Mrs. A. J. Baca, 17 South Third
channels.
poral
(Iitins-levisiting
prior
coun-trTanner
a
intended
spoken
of
as
to
a
store,
Tonopah
Joe
Jefferson,
rival
Jacob
street, occurred the happy event of
decorator of the
Speaking of the new
YOU GET HOLD OF A
will get busy fixing up ihe winselect private party given by Tereslta
Senator Clark stated that he to returning home, and which has in parts like Rip Van Winkle."
J
Mrs.
in
resulted
death.
over
Just
Tanners
advantage.
going
GOOD CIGAR
The following spring Mr. Swain dows to
and Victorlana Baca in honor of Miss
would visit that locality,
Adela Santlstevan
of Taos, New
found himself back in the "red
the Salt Lake line, as Boon as ne nad
(at ta
Mexico.
wag:'n" with the Van Amberg Circus, T. P. HAYS SOLVES
completed his visit at Jerome.
DREW
'EAST LYME
When you tackle one of the White
Owing to the warm season of the
I holfova It tn he one of the great- and opening at Schenectady, N. Y.,
Lilys, Perfectos, Panatelaa or Conwest,"
year
he;
a large attendance was not ex
VACATION PROBLEM
est mining districts in the
LARGE AUDIENCE made an overland trip across the conchas.
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pected, but from the popularity of
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yet."
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all
those
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THE W. I. SWAIN DRAMATIC traveled in wagons, but ear shows TO BUILD MINIATURE TENT CITY announced by her friends, the private
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out which he seemed to tninu wouiu
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T. P. Hays, late of Syracuse, N.
ORPHANS."
After closing at Frisco, Mr. Swain proposes to solve the vacation prob- Hon. Ignacio Santlstevan, a brother
be the case, owing to the beef trust
,.o.Lir. twuiKa Inniiirv now under
he wanted to be a doctor. lem for Albuquerque people by build- of the well known Don Juan Santiste
Another large audience, computed decided
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n,i th fart that, he thoushtthe
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, mainly
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and
house would stand iat on the Bever-- took one course In Bellevlew hospital.
and file. Mr. Hays' solution is Taos.
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All that summer Mr. Swain did
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always a favorite, is too well known good business and the winter f jund project. "I have taken a long time
sate at the
for
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BEING WON BY BRITISH WOMEN

I'SINO

:

Wonmn's
In Kiifcland is becoming one of
f ,ne (la'ii ho groan at n,i'Ktins
mly men like. Kicr H.irdle. tlx- - !!-i- t
of thf laW ";arty In pnrlinniont.
1ml n majority or the inemiors oi m
nlvnMMU house or romnv ns nave
ready committed themselves to ill.'iirinolnlo: and It Is predicted iliat betore the present government in Knu
laud coi's out of ofli.'M women wl.i
havi 'lie rinht to vote.
Within Hie last year dinon'ra-- 1
ion r.fter clem itiHtration by some
"hundreds of enthusiastic, not to Bay
fanatical women has served to keep
the question before the public- They
have made disturbances in tho very
house of common. A tradition of the
bouse is that women may not attend
This Is avoided ly 'he soattns of
women visitors behind the famcus
ril! in the gallery, where tliey may
This grill,
ee but no', be sum..
proved no bar to a coterie of "stif- are now termed,
tnettes,' as they interruption
they
sr.d the violent
made caused them to be ejicted forcibly and gave the movement considerable of a Bet bark.
The more aggressive of the
have besieged Premier
at his home and' at his offices until many of them have been arrested. Only the ether day a lot of
itn'em at a public meeting which Chancellor Asquith was addressing, were
ejected by the police, flhtlng nil tho
Waiting outside thoy tried to
"while.
.Tune

mif-fraa-
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assault the minister. They hate Asquith varticularly, because he Is
agalnsr the propaganda.
In spite of ail the urnioil attending the campaign, the demand to
allow women to vote has become
such a problem as to call for definite
action. A great deal ff logic being In
Its favor notwithstanding the 'hysteria.
It Is practically certain to be granted.
The following article was written
especially for this paper by Mr.
Hurdle:
n

fv.

IjET THEM VOTE!
BY KIER HARDIE. M. P.
(Leader of the British LaUir Party.)
To those who are opposed on principle to women having the votes at
all, I have little to say. These I find
it easier to pity than to reason with.
In the English colonies womtn are
;
voters, but they 'have not. because of
mothers.
and
wives
that, ceased to be
Their outlook on life has been broadened bv the possession yt the vote
which forces them to Interest themselves in political and social ques-- i
us. Thoy are thus in a fair way
t
become better companions of their
husbands and I say this with do. p
conviction better mothers. A woman
vhose circle of interests is circtim-rrilieby 'her pots. ians and scrubbing brushes, varied by an occasional
with a neighbor or a quarrel
fUi her husband, can never, however
i'.ffectionate, le other than a curb up-- :
mi the cpening, eagerly questioning1
intelligence of Tier children. Broaden
the outlook of the mother, and you
a new world for childhood to
srrow In. and bind many a wild, way-- i is over in the woman's world. She is
ward youth to 'his home life, who is. lighting her way into every sphere of
now driven cut into the hard worm "numan .activity, nor mnor is coming
Into competition with that of man In
of that sympathetic, Intel!!-1r lack
arly every department or Industry,
cent companionship which an edu-ju- .
rated and enlightened mother can Women should insist upon political
equality, vmxtever the conditions of
alone supply.
The "half angel, half idiot," period that equality may be.
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Notice to Patrons.
The undersigned nas left on his
cation and will not return to his
until about the

, :i

B. A. SLEYSTER

Bank Drafts have

4lfi'

THE DIVING HORSES ARE NOW AT THE PARK

they

have many
advantages over postoffice money

Dr. Carver's World's Wonder

orders. Postoffice orders are good
only at the office named on the
and must be cashed at that
place. Postoffice orders can be
transferred but once by endorsement.
Bank drafts are cheaper than
postoffice orders.
Bank drafts may be transferred
as cften as desired, simply by endorsement on the draft.
Drafts are returned to the bank
issuing them, where they are kept
on file, and can be examined by the
purchaser at any time.
There is no red tape or delay,
In case a bank draft Is lost. A duplicate is issued to tho purchaser
of the original draft, without ad
ditional expense.
or-A'-

1

THE

BANK

OF

ALBUQUERQUE,

UTTERING HER BATTLE CRY.
Mis. Roe, Secretary of the
Association, a roirhct captain
of femininity militant.

5
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ELKS.

WILL RIDE

A DIVING HORSE LOOSE FROM A
FORM IN COMPETITION WITH

Avery, Boston

ALBUQUERQUE.
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THE GIRL IN RED

MEXICO

N. M.
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The Champion Broncho
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PRATT & CO.

Totzek, W. T.
are:
The officers elected
for Casino Canned Goods
President. Dr. ('. L. Parsons; v!ce-- ! S.ile agents
.las. HoeUin & Co.'b Coffees, Im
president, K. H. Robl.ins; secretary,
boiUn's Granite Flour.
S. Totzek; treiisurer, 11. P. Saunders,
cashier of the American National
bank; leiwl adviser, K. K. Scott. Some
of the lHst business men In town, bedsides those mentioned, hold stock in
placers; silver. ritHi.iloo ounces; lead ; this company, and it is their intention
and other metals amount int? in value to put a well down immediately on the Ilillsboro Creamery Butter Best
property, which consists of 4.U00 acres
Earth.
to $1100,000.
of land In the oil belt. An expert will
li(
re in a diy cr two to advise as Orders Solicited.
be
Free Delivery.
TWO ALLEGED RUSTLERS
South Second Street.
CAPTURED BY RANGERS to the location for the first trial well.
A bund of horse thieves which has
been operating in the vicinity of the
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
C)CODCOOCOCXXXXXXXXXXXCOC
J-ftiVx- Whetstone mountains in Arizona has
g
been broken up ami scattered widely neiiarimem of the Inttrior. I'nited
SCREEN TIME
ty the rangers, and two men, against
states Land Office. Santa Fe. New
Door and Window C
U
here.
whom there is said to be strong evl-- j
Q
.Mexico June '.'9, 1N06
screens made to order.
dence, have been arrested and bound
Notice 'hi hereby given that the fol
PLANING
MILL
ALBUQUERQUE
v.
wc.noc
me
lowing named claimant has filed
awiuuiu: aniiiiMii
out iu grand
Jury. The men arrested tico ,)f hu intention
to make final
OOCXOCXXOCx3COOCOOOCXOrXY
are rranK wild ami .lose soio. i uey pio,r ln Mlm)rt of ),8 claim under
MERCHANT JTA1L0KING
are reld under bunds or n.oiMi anil sections lt and 17 of the act of March
."iim
respectively. The gang was brok- - 3 lfm (1!6 Sta.,s K54)i aH amended
GEORGE GOULD AND FAMILY e SHIPBOARD.
en up by
heeler i,y tni. arl f K,.i,rarv 21, 1S93. (27 UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
In the picture are Oeoree J. Gould, Miss .Matjorie. Mrs. Gould and Helen and RangersLieutenant Harry Burnett,
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAMGreenwood and
Stats.. 47ni and that said nroof will
Vlvtaii.
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
and several cowboys from the vicinity be made before the probate clerk at
the frequ.r.t angry demonstrations cf of llenson. News of the rupture was Los I.unas. N. M., on the 10th day of
iipoeial Correspondence:
My merchant tailoring shop is up-The Goulds expect to cover learned from Lieutenant Wheeler, who August, lH'if,, viz.. Jacobo Chavez, in
New York. June 3u - i'iie rusu of j villagers.
over No. 209 West Railroad ave
nirs
in
llenson.
through
Tucson
from
arrived
10,000 miles in their car
behalf of the Tieirs of Juana M. C. de
where 1 solicit the patronage of
American millionaires to Europe fori France. Italy. Switzerland ami Ger
Chavez,
S. 11. C. No nue', public. All
deceased,
for
the
FOUR BARRELS OF OIL
work guaranteed
428. lot s
fiummer sightseeing and travel Is now ! many.
and 2. in sections L'5. '35 the
BROUGHT TO ROSWELL.
89 I have uad fifteen years' exnumber shai-society in this city Is
sit its height
township 7 nortii. range 2 perience
ami
in the business. Suits made
ter all previous records.
comi'li-east.
!' disorganized, more than Four barrels f oil were bailed from
the prospect hole of the Roswell Oi!
An aveiaRe of two steamers a day half
the "400, " including Mrs.
He nanus the following witnesses t,i order, clothes cleaned, pressed anu
company east ol ltoswell the either to pr ve his actual continuous ad repaired. The specific I use will not
La,.- Lfeii departing from this pert
being in Europe.
its
A Kau.-aCity in rebuilt is said to afternoon, and when several cans full verse ikissi ssion of said tract for Injure the cloth. Indies' garments
fi.r rauro than three months laden 10
r
A review of the iiue taken
twtiity-ilvof ills most of the oil were brought to town inter twenty years next preceding the sur also cleaned and walking skirts made
full capacity.
to order. Give me a trl8.I.
lin- - trut.v. en.ployis
list-- s of these departed
abiitad l"f reciea-t!i,- est in the oil Held u.is revived. The vey of the township, viz.:
O. BAMBINI.
rs indicates that more than
has its hole bad been idle fur several days,
;r..' tnivel. Eveiy
Jose G. Chavez, of Valencia. N. M
while he new boiler was being set In .lesus sanche y Aland, of Valencia
if t;::e vested wejlta of
the entire! qu :u t,r iiridat couples.
.... place. :i ii the nil had accumulated.
.. ii iiiiji neiii iimi-i- i in Ii.uu
a i
..
I,. ......
ri,nn,LUnli .1 I ... IIS
MONTE CARLO
Uli iiie
N. M.; Gregorlii Aragon. of Valencia
ct!:-administraiora on the continent. don am! the Europe an capitals and When t. stoil ii was proven that the oil N. M.; P. liearpio Sanchez, cf Peralta
was of line quality as it showed a spe- m
from tne iniiiionaries. many resorts have
rales in
The undersigned has opened a
of meu In all crafts, f rom port i u wim the havy deniaud for chic gravity ot 2.,.2. which Is tar atiove
Anv ,.,.Slin
to nrotest
saloon, name of which Is the
r
!
farm-average
groe-eme
me
acci'!U!i.(..Jail"tis.
western
ot
to the
i.est oil neids oi against the allowanci of said- proof,
the vrner
The steamship com.
Monte Carlo," at MS W. Railroad ave;r.
families,
-s
are
binikiiig
the
country,
pan
together with their
ih.it. city are
lleaunmnt oil runs from 4)r who knows (,f any substantial rea nue, and invite t.e public to call
ims
g
l.sij. tor from a month to three la to JU in its sped ftp gravitv.
with the caitain of fiuance j
K1)n under tl.e laws mid regulations of and see him. Tb
.:.loon will be conIs:i;ic
i
!
Canfleld,
gn at irans jvuau;ic i xojuo.
the expert oil man, the intir or deiiartment why such ducted in tirst- - la-'-s
ui'.titr.o a::ea
in
ordr, and the
in
will
xnae
oil
declares
that the quality of the
proof shouhl not be allowed, will be nest of treatment uccorded patrons.
records too
a
quarter
ii
be
;r.
t ;i r inontha more than a
evi better when the live oil of the given an
of
Th fir se'.'.ini; such goods as the
tinortunity at the
A fine free lunct will be served
Everett, Kim- lower ground is readied. This oil had mentioned im,. and place to cress
lu'.i.iuii persons have taken .passage genuine Chlckeiing.
L. VNDA.
Saturday night.
up
come
through
ef
a
hundred feet
examine trie w itness of said claimant
cpi:i bhips bound for Buropian iorts. ball piaavs and ethers, need not boast
who
In
emigrants,
f
the uud to offc evidence in rebuttal of
are
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A'
nd are speak for themselves.
The most se hide in order lo straighten the course that suliini' d by claimant.
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soil
An
to
the shaft.
item In
ff to their native
led and U'e.st line of Edison and
ii ..
MAM r.L R. OTERO.
o;: 'ort.
Victor taikius machines and records ennnee; ion w ;th the oil situation is
U gister.
and CURE thc LUNC8
mill-inH.
C.
manager
that
In the south e.ii.
McCreadv.
Open evenings.
for the
'i
regal magnificence of the
Oil
company
St.'iml.in!
CO.
THE WHITSOX
An Alarming Situatio
at N'eodeslia.
aire's summer trip abroad was
WITH
r
K:is is in the city looking over the Frequently results from neglect
f
bv Riwlii' y Rodman Wana- the(-l'ggeIt
In
was be who made
M.iv;
conn' from impure hlood situation.
bowels and torpid liver, until
ira.:er, or Philadelphia, who, while
pure blood with faulty di test of the oil brought in. Drilling will constipation uecomes chronic. This
4udon, engaged an entire floor of Can t i
be
h..at once.
condition i, unknown to theise who
'ay icr and sluggish bow
exponsive t'arlun hotel for the gesi:.
' use Dr. King's
ed
iV.r.t'icU 111 od l'ilt' rs t rength
Now Life Plll. the
t iti.fort of himself and family.
rONSUMPTION
Price
PECOS
VALLEY OIL
to eiu .'iTna. h. bowels and liver, and
best and
J'.Un 1). nocKefener Is reorte-tit lest regulators of Stom- 0UGHS and
60c Ml. 00
il:COMPANY ORGANIZED uch und libels. Guaranteed ')) all
b'.'od.
quiet and frugal ia hi tasUs purlfi"
iOLOS
Free Trial.
druggUt. puce 25c.
b'nad as ut 'home. of sue families Bverytv s fr end - Dr. Thomas' hndAnother o'l company was organised
incorporated at Roswell. The InTier.' are wi'imi
Bureat anil Uuacaeat Cure for all
("vri'H
toothache, ear- corporators are Ava E. Page. R. 1
The picnic baskets for ale at the
as nu i"nrnn . Go'ilds louring the EUnJtrie Oi!
THROAT and LUNO TROUB-- T
bruises, Milbr. C K Parsons. E. H. Bobbins. Mclntoah Hardware company's store
cub',
Heals
lor.Mneu' l hish roudb ia automoWles ache, fc.r- - tisroa'..
V st, or MONEY BACK.
,
S;-any
pain.
C T. Hale. K. K Scott. C. N. Brorn, are Indispensable 'oi outing parties.
erican fid 4epljl6 scalds
t!i
ttl. .:.
PRODUCTION
OF PRECIOUS METALS
The mines of Yavapai county, Arizona, have produced in round numbers f'l.iion.miti n precious metals in
the past year. In this list of values
copper heads the list with 40,000,(100
pounds; nold amounting to $1,750,000
and
was produced from the le'd(?e
YAVAPAI'S

DIVE IN LOS

THE GREATEST OF ALL

Office, 321 West Gold Avenue.

BWTfMlifTtlBf ft irTrnfiMWW

Saunders,

&

CONTINUOUS Itl'.V OF SKVliN MONTHS l.V LOS ANOELHS
ONE HUNDRED AND SIXTY THOUSAND PEOPLE SAW

COMMERCE
NEW

TANK
AND SEN-

SATIONAL ATTRACTIONS.

WOOL

w;th Mauger

DIVING HORSES

DIVING FROM A HEIGHT OF 40 FEET INTO A
OF WATER. ONE OF THE MOST INTERESTING

W. E. "M AUGER

FLOCKING TO EUROPE

--

IfVi

INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone. 174.

jK--

THE RICH AND OTHERS

SUffik

B. F. COPP.
ROOM 12. N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING

hill'

f.-s-ip

va-

4TH OR 5TH OF JULY.

J

d

205 East Railroad Ave.

Y

11

II-

I

PARK

ON

:
IN

Sjieclal ('orri'sixinilenpc

TRACTION

SATISFACTION

n.

D I)

I

Ridr

-

of the World.
i

THE FIVE DIVING HORSES WILL AIJ. DIVE THE ORIGINAL
AND ONLY DIVING HORSES IN THE WORLD.

POWDER FACE AND CUPID

Staple and

f

PLAT-

Little Powder Face w th a

Re-o-

rd

of 85 Feet.

The Clown Horse
Silver King, the Drop Diver; a Horse That D.ves Like a Human
ing, Alighting in the Water on His Nose.

Be-

Horses That Kiss Like Human Beings. THREE STYLES of Kissing
Made Famous by the Diving Horses and That Awful

KISS OF THE CLOWN HORSE

y

DR. W. F. CARVER

,

first-clas-

In His Wonderful Exhibition of Shooting.

THE DIP OF DEATH

1

and-thei-

r

As-to-

-

The Wild Ptunge of Forty Feet on the Back of S Iver King, the High
Diving Horse, thi Most Startling. Sensational.
Death
Defying Leap for Life.
Hair-Rcisin-

-i

Playing With Death

!:i-!-

iaiM-i:Re-

one-sixt- h

ON THK HACK OK THK DIVING

i

HOUSE.

1

sky-hig-

first-clas-

er-er-

-

one-i.aJ-

KILLthe COUCH

-j

.

11-

i:a-..-

-

-

-

A

Thrillinn Contest in the Air and Water. Two Will Ride th
Horses.

Diving

r

ji.-din-

l-

POWDER FACE AND CUPID

s

'

;

a-- ,

i

.

Dr. King's
Now Discovery

One Hundred Dollars in Gold
Will bf given to any Kjo.1 lookinR. a'
ride the white diving horse in his pluiu- seated on his back until ho conies o '

!c

jouin; woman who will

it forty feet
'.'.

anil

renia'.n

water.

The Management Has Made Preparations ts Care for

10,000

Visitors.

General Admission 50c
Children 25c

'
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GREEN

LOWEST

ON

Underwear
LIGHT WEIGHT GOODS

Sold at JOBBERS' PRICES

"V

JTIF TIT

TAGS

T

--

AThC?

9

Listen to a Tale of Woe

.

And a very short t.slo It Is, too.
Some miMvlinnts have to do a lot or
thinking In nlor o glvo plausihto
reasons for .tloo ctittitiR.
Our roa-soIs always one and the sanio. we

don't propose to carry goods over
from one season to another, ami as
wo can't soil summer undorwoar in
the winter time, we are K3ing to dispose of o now. Aotloe these prices:
0 DOZ. ODD
75

i
.1

In

r

.f

t

A

G0

EACH.

.1

i

1

1

r

te

noted because of their lack of frenzied

every assertion is the Truth. Remember,
we are not of the class of
kind of firms that promise everything
and deliver nothing. We are here to
stay and always have and always will
keep every promise we make.
fly-by-ni-

rJwi ever had, and our prices are LOWER THAN WE EVER QUOTED BEFORE

ee Piece Suit and Every

75

ht Pants

50c AND 60c FANCY HOSE

REGULAR

misstatementsevery article as quoted;

gooas to unioaa.
ur promise
inotner reason is trie iact tnat we never nave any oia,
now advertise is all of this spring s purchase. The styles that we show in Suits are the styles in
toe of keeping our stock clean and fresh at all times.
This will be the BIGGEST AND BEST
out-oi-aa-

ODD VESTS, WORTH UP TO
$2.00 each, placed in this sale at

50c

Sale

35 cents

.w
it nw.
Mjn.i vim .i.r
ai
ft rMi.
men Ann tost

Here is your
chance. We have over a hundred of them left
over, from suits, which wo aell at if) corns
each. Some are out of f2U.no Suits, worth $i.
but we have no further use for thorn.
You might need an extra vest.

ilear the entire stock. We will stake
sen such bargains offered in town.

M

Jll'hfuK. The H.. S. & M. line has been handled y us only sin'-1 what we say in regard
h
to cleaning up stock each season. The
to slop in and to he shown. We have made a still deeper cut
riiii last season, and have Ihe celebrated Miller and 11. & V. make
They positively
tits will show you that we are in earnest.

OUR GREEN TAG SPECIAL.
Any r.oy's Straw Hat, worth up to $1
NOW

40 cents
OUR GREEN TAG SPECIAL.
Any Man's Cap, worth 75 cents
NOW

50c each

EN'S CLOTHING
1

ION

$11.75

GREEN

TAG

PHl3

ALL $3.50 FANCY VESTS NOW

1 )()

ALL $4.50 FANCY VESTS NOW

$2 )0

NO

A

Ar

MUx1

'

or

I

IM

M

'

Vt

ancy
MAVy

90 cents

fATTU

OUR GREEN TAG SPECIAL.
Any Hoy's Huster Hrown Suit, worth
up to li.tin
NOW

$1.45

pel rpnf

Making bargains never to be equaled in Albuquerque
SUITS AS WE SHOULD HAVE;

AS MANY OUTING

A W hilc
all occasions
CUUTI
KlfM.

AM

Coming iust at this time of the year, when nearly
every one is thinking ol a vacation, this is a most
opportune sale. We offer any of n(
the above goods at a reduction of

FOR THE GREEN TAG SALE
HAVEN'T SOLD NEARLY

ton

t

OR tWI.V!

WWl-S-

FOB

OUR GREEN TAG SPECIAL.
Any Hoy's Russian Suit, worth up
$2.(0
NOW

Green Tag Sale of Trunks, Bags and Grips

100 OUTING SUITS SLAUGHTERED
VK

cents

45
How about a nice fancy Vest? We have a
tine assortment and have about cut the price in
two. The little green tag does the business.

SALE REDUCTION
tf i
All Suits worth up to $2.00, now..

OUR GREEN TAG SPECIAL.

WE HAVE

$1.50

tfANDSOMB LINE. TOO. HUT SOME WAY, WE .MUST HAVE UOUG11T TOO MANY; ANYWAY.
WB ARE NOT GOING TO CRY OVER Sl'll.T MILK. WE ARE GOING TO SELL THESE SUITS AT
AND OLD PRICE GOING TO SELL THEM SO CHEAP THAT IT WILL PAY YOU TO BUY FOR
rw-HEAD THIS:
SEASONS AHEAD.

garment, Mercerized Underwear,

V

NOW

the Green Tag Sale comes on its all
WHEN with
prices. This store always leads in
making unmatched bargains. We will reduce our
prices again and again to help this reputation.

i

ANY

ANY OUTING SUIT.
$15.00. now

OUTING SUIT, WORTH
$10 to $12, now

WORTH

ANY OUTING SUIT, WORTH
$18, now

SIO 75

$7 75

S13 75

,V

f

Tkp OOyS
Rrivc' Srtirm

SPECIAL CREEN TAG SALE

LIEMD TO

f

REDUCTION
MEN'S

o)
C

A

HOSE. BLACK AND
TAN, SEAMLESS, FOUR
PAIR FOR
i:."-

jVm

L J

SPECIAL GREEN TAG SALE

J

LJ

I

-- 1

kmUE CLOTHIER

for

i

t

$2.85

ARTICLE

IS

REDUCED

.

HejV pantf., now
Hoys' Hum now
Any i;i:r Hoy?.' I.oim patit-.aoh up to $; Int.
u
ltns' Suits, clioioi. i,f ,,,.
Yoiiih
Suit, sizi-- H to 2". .,ti! i.'."", no
Suit-- , worth
.i.oii. now
Any Mothi'i's Krii-ti.- l
W.i ist. wor'h np in $1.imi, imw
Any .Mtin'H Cap in the kicim-wtr'!i ' "o to ?r.c, now
In ilnzon ('rush llai.s, Worili $1
Any llo '
Shirt, wori h ujrn
ttnw
I

"io

ir.o

i :ic

-

w

REDUCTION
HANDSOME

.

PATTERNS. LISLE AND
MERCERIZED,'

(Or

NOW

FULL OF GREEN TAGS

EVERY

$

SPECIAL GREEN TAG SALE
MEN'S 75CENT HOSE,

TAG SPECIAL.
Outing Troimers,

l

i

FOUR IN HANDS,
ALL NEW GOODS, BEAU-

-J

$4.Mi .Men'g

NEW LOTS OK
HAVE ARRANGED lo'l i:IIKKLY
Ol'R I'.OV'S )i:i'l( MEN r KOR NEXT SEASON.
K D
AN.nO'I' KAIL TO SELL
HE PRICES 11 10RR ii
AND
KYI
HOWS OARMKNT l. TIIK HOUSE. I HE OKEEN TAI56
ON IHESE SPEAK I.Ol'DKR TIIN WORDS.
U

MEN'S

L-

OUR GREEN

(ll)i' iull

REDUCTION

TIFUL PATTERNS.

rr

cents

95

Selling Out Our Boys' Clothing

-

20o
(

ght

OUR GREEN TAG SPECIAL.
Any Hoy's Cap, worth 50c and 75c
NOW

This is one of the richest bargains of this ad.

Big Green Tag

25
20
40

SHIMON STERN'S advertisement3 are

it

i

1

WORTH

FAST BLACK 12'ac HOSE, FOUR PAIRS FOR
REGULAR 35c FANCY HOSE, PER PAIR

clear the stock it requires powerful and stirring
the bill and act as magnets to attract thrifty buyers
''i

EACH.

ALL
ALL

t!)

i
1

40

DRAWERS,

Our Green Tag Sale of
Men 's Fine Hosiery

ipoes, FMraisMeg Goods
nil

EACH.

65c
40 DOZ. SHI.tTHS AND
90c

surpassed expectations

!

SHIRTS AND DRAWER8, A Hi:
WORTH 35c
20
DO. SHIRTS AND DRAWERS, WORTH

in .u

SI

JM)

()
'

$) 75
I(0
ilTt

li!iC
I()C

8
I
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AGE FOR WOMEN

The woman' and collar wore edged with white lace nectcd by an Inch wide band of lace RownH for younn women. The day of;
CHARMING GOWN
vest was of white cm- - .nserllon. Two rows of the Insertion silk and sitm gradual nip dresses Is;
of limp or Bml the little,
Th(S nat WHS a ,vtor pRtl R), around the skirt and one aronnd almost a nine of tii.. past for people:
)ro(,
..r-- ....
ni,iij
of
nlfo ipRhorn. decorated In the ine sleeve caps. The dress Is worn of good las'e. and they are very sel- with a glimpse of white dotted Swiss id m seen. A charming gown for a
iK. will now nigh with discontent Uaek with pink plumes.
going to tne young woman wno will take her de
One y ting woman
The princess dress Is extremeiy.
and discomfort; she needs cool gowns
. at one m our colleges this month
..
Is h ilrewsv. mode for country lias givi n particular attention gre-.1.- , a . ...
na .nan inon noi. nui
wie wimmn nnmilnr.. nnil
.r
,.,,,,!, .,,.,,i
..,,...,.,,
.i,.
me
or
nnms,
me
io
t.i.u
An
examine
me, p).tnr()s(1 occasions.
who has teen roronandeit, as ,v.evrning
WBg developed In cream niesand sunt waist, and in Inlying them, white silk, and tt depended tor its
of
oint
Nvw Kngland woman puts It, has ltie Raline, sturred at the waist for a ins kept In mind the different ple.is- decoration on medallion
lace, wh:.-- :i I's owner had In some
of being deoth of a.. ut six Inches, from which ures she will wish to enjoy.
lPliuhrfnl fnna.lnnsnei.s
.
mm, ruk enr- way fon i.l time enough to make dur- rum, uh n.
iHiinr. ine ssirt is extended io a
UJ ,ur
'
above the bust line and Is attached vlded a pretty skirt of b.ack and mg the past winter and she is an
phet may send. Still, as there are,(o
triple pointed yoke of all over; white cotton cheviot, for which she honor indent, too. Point lace collar
of white silk
almost three months of warm weather iCP edsed with lace ruffllngs. The1 made two or thrie shirt blouses, the, and c'ji's and a.
yet before ua, I will tell you of some lower part of the skirt has a gathered latter made exactly like a man's shirt. cr.mple.ed the costume.
and for which lawn, linens, chumlirnys
When siirt waists have become too!
of the latest creations put upon the liounce headed by a wide band of lace
in- - and thin
ginghams, in regular s iirt-- : small or worn ney may still be util
Insertkin,
and
another
lace
of
band
help
a
may
the
to
be
market, which
i
sertion Is applied Tialf way between material patterns are most used,
covers or for guimpes
for
woman now making up new creations. this point and the waist.
The though with this skirt a plain dor f.ir tile li t)- girl by taking ut tne
A Nlrcsa of robin egg surah silk, sleeves are the popular puff variety. would be In better taste; a bright lie. power rr.mt band and putting in
with a lace band and deep' and belt would give just the right sen km and then cutting down :he
combined with cream lace, , was deio f lace.
Imck and ficing for button and l.ut- fall
The undeisllp to this amount of color for a flnisn.
unllned
wear.
The
signed for church
gown was of pastel green silk.
For the afternoon t in re was a skirt ton holes.
pointed yoke and collar cf lace and a
It Is said that the turpentine bath
Although organdy had such a vogue in mode shade of homespun silk
t
dainty lace bertha following its
season it is Just as popular this trimmed with bunds of insertion, and will keep the dainty lavender shades
line. ending in two little jabots on' summer. A gown f this material with this, of course, were many lin- in good condition us to color. It is
gerie waists of fine embroidery,
made by putting a tablespoonful of
a 8
?"B
acU aide or the point, and again ex- eyelet, Hardanger and lace, the turpentine to a pail of water, in which
.. train, and finished around the bottom
.
.
ueu
aowu
tne
io
iroin
lenucu
iof
tne g ods are soaked.
Blues and
with three over lapping ruffles of last to be worn over fancy slips.
slightly. the organdy, edged with narrow Val- For evening there was a skirt of pinks and grren should first have a
The waist Moused
line.
of
a
mohair,
couple
and
bath of strong salt and water to set
wbile the girdle was of the same sii, enclennes lace. An inch wide Inser-- j white chiffon
m
tno color, and tlien one of sugar of
ana
erab.r;Ller,d In a conventional design "on or tbe same lace wa. put
lead to freshen I1; and for black and
III creanl
The sleeves w,'rP whIk' find a Dutch neck finished with lawn, embroidered in violets, another white oni laundress uses a solnrfon of
silk.
olbow j.ulfs, finished with an ;it.
and Uice
The high of black lace, and a chiffon waist in black pepper.
ru,'tl' Hlr,'v na(l very long sash ends with: black over green silk.
A Dumber iit mtv stuck Ht''!! Wfl'
bana ,,f ""
Mignonette green foulard, combined
if'dorol
on V"?
of; A driving miit of dark tnw cranh of
'!
;
Jackets
Utt'e
i ,1..iIin,''ti,.Se
with iace of the same tme, the whole
..,.
was
,fe.,t
f,..
lh
of lace
.
i
quUe aMlad a sort of short nlatted tkllt !).! h.. i.i .. i... oN.i..
&i
l.r.:..
old rose, is fnsh-,'aenicliHd with a bit
tucks a'out tno hip to dispobe ol all(a(, ffjr we9r w;i slCh gnt ,Irefi8Pfl. vel ped from a
pattern, ports, ami covered by ins.".fc Jnd me-ligown.
ttharnmig
a
Jhto
material, and wa trimmed at They usually fall Just to the top of 'and the long, lwse coat, was cut Indallions of fine lace."
The foulard i the touridaiion of the
thy
pieces,
back:
.
the girdle and have wide, short three
Catherine
the txittom with two
trock. and is figured with an
s. Some of these are embroid- - and fronts depending on the under-- ,
design. The panels upon
ruffles, alHiut two inches apart, and
The
ercd with flowers or vines trailing arm seams for their fitting.
the prinef'sse skirt are of plain green,
(OAT AND HAT
headed with an embroidered
band.j over ine noma, o'liers are more sieeves wuie large, iww euat sieeves,
'while tne corsage is elaliorate with
Tlio hat worn with his costume was lilmply trimmed, with n niching oriand a shawl collar and rtiffs were of
small flounces of lace, the sleeves
t
is made brown linen embroidery. The hat was
of cream straw, the bandeau of which shirred band.
formed also of t is lace, which
'arc
was covered with blur asgeii robJu, n dp lnils. XVI moue. which is a'a smart cream sailor, trimmed with
The shoulders and
Is dyed green.
quarter lenrth, tiglit fitting nnd'brOwn vdvet and brown and green
corsage are overlaid with
ihie
of
the
front
wbiie around tW CrvWii was a scarf finished at the wait nne wnn pauiru pcacocn learners ami a loose jrown
a charming tag arrangement in the
veil.
Tan gl ves and paraol were
old rose taifeta. This Is embroidered
of creitri chlffurt. A cream ostrich buttons, hack And frontA pretty model for it girls dress is .the accompaniments,
in the same warm tone.
pompom, from which waved a long
Embroidered Swiss and handKer-thin
pink chambray. A stole effect of
Tlio nilirnnnetto ereuil fliinears In
side
aigrette, was fastened on the left
chief
for
are
white
favorite
materials
the
material, ornamented with
drooping (Jains, orough. Lure
the
r the brim, close to the crown. The embroidered dots a half Inch In Ulam- - the graduating dresses of young gins;
the
oltuded roses In pink encircle
Is
tendency
indeed,
a
to
today there
gloves were of cream silk, with the ter and white braid, finished the
crown, while cne long green plume
suon
Into ward extreme simplicity for all
trims the side and back.
arms extending to the waist. The skirt Is
new open-worstitched band of the material, borelbow, and the parasol had an' Ivory adered
SMAttT
GOWN
A
LINGERIF. FROCK
on each side with the. braid,
handle and top of tdue silk embroid- and having two rows of machine
ered. In cream silk, to match the bands stitching ar'und the bottom.
Charming is a little frock in flowon the dress.
An extra wrap is always neided in ered lawn, with a ground work of
summer and nothing is prettier than white, strewn with garlands of vio- iho little bolero wraps ;f silk and lets. The skirt and waist are conlinen. One which would go well with
MORNINGS
thealiove costume was constructed of I
and decorated
tToaTii colorert linen
,lth. cfrpra edging and appliques or I
J
Irith laee
For a. fcng, loose coat, to throw
c.iet it light dress, dirk gray chiffon)
broadcloth, stitched with a durster,
shade of silk was used. It hung perfectly loose from the shoulders, its
by
only fitting being accomplished
Around the
the underarm seams.
neck and long full sleeves was sticn-ecollar and cuffs, while the buttons
were of carved dull silver.
A pretty gown for warm afternoons
was develoiied from thin white ba
tiste combined with yoke, insertions
As decoration to a sim short coat,
bout the sleeves, and medallions in
to be worn with thin summer gjwns,
flowered
of
a
sash
lace,
and
Bne Irish
It is the!
a ".landsome collar is made.
ribbon. The waist has a deep yoke
shape, and is forme of'
shawl
round
is
otu
wiiich
front,
of lace, back and
Russian lace motivs. These are set
lined with a row of medallions, while
to :e:hir upon niotisseline de soie, and
not
do
sleeves,
which
the full Duff
are edged with a lieaiiti.ul mull em-- ,
cone to the elbows, are finished with
uroidery, having a bold design.
is
skirt
The
a lace cuff and ruffle.
A r Mind, smart
hat is fashioned
clus
e
with
model
circular
a
from pyroxylin orald. Its brim" Is
ters of tnree tucks between wnicn
high in the back and coclv-up parly
me
and the bottom there is a row ofupon
back are drooped'
fliiiTO'X
'
front,
the
iner
a
slender
costume
for
A
smart
dallions. a size larger than uiose
large plumes, which shade trom
'rmv
y
pearl
is
colored
of
matron
aing
onip
hat.
white
large
the waist. A
n,.. ii.nu inui.rtii.iw mn- - night blackness lo pur- sot': whi'e, Perpendicular insertion oi Valenlint n irtttt
trimmed with white ribbon, would be
ot a lingerie
heir tio-- A quaint r on o: wire, ciennes form the
batiste which
embroidered
tivs
and
a attractive accomminlment
which is emlir iiilere, pink silk flock. Handkerchief linen !s used on
into
t
dyed
ihe
frock
are
ornament
this
embroidered
A nink linen Jacket,
the princess lines. The heavy shirring at
same delicate Kiay as trie pique, form- is perched, in a pretty bow,
down the outer edge of the plastron
upturned
brim.
from
the waist gives the rig'it fullness to
a
summer
ing
toilette.
most
effective
wear
ront, waa a chic little affair for
while
the
lie soft, clinging skirt.
joins
en
princesse
is
oa
and
skirt
The
with a white mohair skirt and
blouse lias the required pnfliness.
of
the bodice, which lias insertion
SUMMER HATS
tia Mouse. The buttons used were
iiie Valenciennes runs from the
gray Point de Venice. The yoke Is
band painted, the embroidered cuffs
nlain linen bands, which outline the
Ihe embroidered batiste, while this
For morning wear a practical sown of
yoke, io the deep hem of the skirt.
of
DANISH LINGERIE GOWN
is of white linen. Iledeoo embroid in turn is trimmed witn the motivs
The square cut of the y.ike permits
ery trims It and gives a Jaunty air to the Venice.
of the use of filet lac". This same
The sleeves are short and puffed,
its otherwise piainness.
(limy rttuf extends across the shouldupon
The skirt
The fullness of the short bolero is with the lace and isthem.
I mg,
ers on to the sleeves, which consist of
sweeping
gathered to the shallow yoke. Wide Is unirinmied,
two full puffs.
revers of the embroidery cross the and circular.
Huge pink roses adorn the low
'
back of the neck and fall to the
crown of a natural color Leghorn.
AFTERNOON GOWN
waist line. Knots of white ribbon give
The broad brim is turned onto the
a quaint touch to the shoulders.
crown in the back, while deep apple
The circular skirt Is edged with a
green plnnne velvet surrounds it.
broad band of the Hedebo. It is also
top
It,
the
at
a
of
band
touched with
SIMMER fcVENINIi GOWk
of the corselet.
chip,
is
of
white
The sailor hat
smart and natty. Three short white
tips are set at the back and a fold
of white silk is alout theVrown.
New York, Juno
ino. from necessity,

JUNE 30,

30.
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Communication Made Easy

luf.-mt-

El Paso & Southwestern System

gin-mu-

-

m

lie

J

i

Between the Great Southwett and Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago,
and all polntf North and
by tht

-

Et
Rock Island System

--

Shortest, quickest, therefore, the beet. The only vway with two through
trains daily, carrying standard and tcjrist sleepers, observation dining care, chair cart and coachet. For any trip, anywhere, any time--.
TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.

t

cm-se-

-

'

CARNETT KING

all-cv-

on..,.

MM

i

1'-1-

ii

nine-gore-

fleml-flttip-

knife-plaite-

l

R. ST1LI,

V.

General Agent.

.

'

P

For full pirticulara tea any agent, or addreat

out-Ins-

Gen. Pass. Agent.

a

EL PASO, TEXAS.

r Colorado

Phone, Blk. 93.

a

Automatic Phone, 292.

t.

Mann-Pjyiant-

uncon-ivention-

DIAMOND

"

1

r

!

Anr-fuei- "

J

-

.

;

e

ALBUQUERQUE,

i

REFRIGERATORS
ICE CREAM FREEZERS
CAMPING OUTFITS

k

Furniture, Crockery, Stoves and Ranges.
Agt. CHARTER OAK Steel Ranges.

fR

W J)

I

NEW MEXICO.

,

BORRAD AILE

& CO., U?

Don't Dispute with a Woman,
Especially, if she tells you to order a
sack of
"J
EMPRESS FLOUR.
Mike no excuse, (if you should tot
get the order), that you could not
flrst-cla- s
grocer
find It, for every
handles EMPRESS. You will always
find good bread, good blacuita, goo
pastry and moat important of all,
good cheer to erect you when Tf
rome home for your dinner. Try It
FLOUR It the Emprett of
EMPRESS
'
all others.

d

3

Gold Avenue ,;

'

'

1

one-piec-

M. BERGER,

V

Wholesale Agent Albuquerque, N.

-

i ii

m

.I.

it

n

i

mra mnrrmMT

DENVER

I

M.

TMrtntT'lf'
1

&

GRANDE
RIO SYSTEM
Scenic Line of the World"

j

'

FOR

Shortest and quickest line from
Santa Fe to Denver, Pueblo and Colorado Springs and all Colorado
points. Connection at Denver and Pueblo with all lines east and west.
Time as quick and rates as low as by
and other lines.

j

COOLNESS

PULLMAN
SLEEPERS,
DINING
CARS, TOURIST CARS,
CHAIR CARS.
On all

through trains. No tiresome
delays at any station.

For illustrated advertising matter
or information, address or apply to

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.. Denver, Colo.
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. A., Santa Fe, New Mex.

K

i

Summer Rates West

J

jfL'

take that trip - California. You will enjoy the
change. Visit the Grand Canyon and Petrified Forest.
Liberal
limit and stopovers.
$38
LOS ANGELES AND R TURN
'.....$36
SAN DIEGO AND RETURN
$45
SAN FRANCISCO AND RETURN
For other rates and full particulars, call at ticket office. Tick-d- i
sale every Tuesday, Thursday ami Saturday, during May, June,
T. E. PUIIDY, Agent.
July, August and September.
ou should plan to

M II
Danish cut work Is 'he feature
a stunning lingerie gown, it is ef
fectivtiy used in the waist and skirt
yokes, and the panel aud flounce of
the skirt also. UaudkcrcJUicf ljueu is
the fabric of the frock.
The skirt fullness Is obtained by
means of many plu tucks set at the
lKe of the embroidered skirt yoke.
The ianel is carried n from the
latter and forms the entire front
t.readt b. The skirt is additionally

am

t

of

It

S

jjir

V

aw am

.

'

1

' '

Summer hats follow the general otit-ni- e
of the dainty spring ones in sha,
feathers are wmi'H
decorations,
tauih as f'owers, the difference in
headgear being that
h. two
o' cidiiring.
For 'h" summer months
tones of th.' bats are in delicate;m- - i'ls,
while tun s being

'
graceful afiernoon dress ?s
belie blue silk crepe, elitjorate witli
The
mhroidery.
delicate shadow
gow n is built en princesse,
be found
ut ion used being suft taftk ta of the
The Irish crochet which adorns the same shade.
lr
is dyed to v.e same liu.
The shadow embroidery is of the
;s a siun-t.iii- j
- In vraw cob
The skirt is many gon-i- l and has a siinie lone of the fabric and is form
iiitti she
I' is forine
lii;li corselet. Ttiis is nut hy ine ed into a long panel at the front and
l. giioiti.
tin- - gown.
heavy blue lace, i lit in which the tiny back
ti'icorne. and has a collide .'f
This swings out ':
cape cout is formed. This close fit- into a conservative
'ii ,.ns plumes which shade from a
berme in
decorated by tucks which run
ting jacket is tluihbed with bias bands
'!i briiwii ton pale ecru. Pink roses
about it.
of the while imon. These in turn are
The embroidery is used with sim- a:,- on th- - bandeau.
The hat is a low crowned,
w t.i-chip
and to oir-- '
Iiwe1 Fac ing an
I'auauia. straw in the uat edged with a full nil lie of hemstitched ple el feci at the
line tin pointed throat. This is sligli: u pin v satin of a pasie shade. ltand
ural color. Turquoise velvet is used linou.
T:ie hat Is a Panama, bleached to ly low.
The sleeves are moderate i tlie same shimmering fabric encira the crown baud, and a couple ol
yellow
pink
at the embroid cle tile crown. Soft
red rosea support a long aigrette in the kollcsl of wnite tones, with a puffs, with
broad flat brim aud low crown.
ered ends.
loses sitiqiort a long aigre'te of pink
coffee toue.
y

Hide and white Is the cool, refichli
lug combination of a stniirt summer
It is designed for street
costume.
wear. The oyster while French linen
is lined with a thread of del blue.

A

.i-

sea-on-

t

pop-'i'.i:-

it-

I

1

i

'

i

broad-fcriiuwe-

o:er

A gown for summer evenings ii of
sheer white mull, elaborately trimThis
med with Valenciennes lno.
r
vsricty, in the
is used in the
flounces that edge the sleeves, and in
the insertions upon the skirl. The
latter is full and billowy, the insertions nliei 'tuning with tine tucks.
The sUirt is cut ell princesse. Here
judicious tucks form 'he waist and
hip lines. The revers and sleeves arc
'I the pljill mull, tie rest of the bodice ''t iug i mule fr mi all over Yalen-cieiitis fashs.
The undei bodice

ioned from ti'Ued mull.
Pa'.e
velvet ribbons are knotted upon tlw bust of the coisnge.
I'iu uarivw empire belt is of the same

leiicato fabric.

t-

SPECIAL RATES TO THE EAST

Now is the time to take tuat trip back home. Take advantage of the low ratca to the east. Tickets on she at special reduced
rs'cs for the round trip, from June 1 to September 3.
$55.35
CHICAGO AND RETURN
$47.85
ST. LOUIS AND RETURN
On the following dates the S.m'.a Fe will sil excursion tickets
to the principal points in Illinois. Kansas, Michigan. Minnesota.
Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota, Wisconsin and
inr.'u-sivincluidvc, and July
Wyop.ing: June
also June
Call at ticket olllce and we will help you plan a trip. lle:,w
find rates to a few of the prin'ipa: poi'iis
$51.50
CHICAGO AND RETURN
$46.50
ST. LOUIS AND RETURN
$48.65
MEMPHIS, TENN.. AND RETURN
$39.00
KANSAS CITY AND RETURN
T. K. 1'1'RDY, Agr..
itetum limit of all tickets, October 31.

JUNE

SATURDAY,

ALBUQUERQUE

190S.

30,

aJrWS

'ueXU'JlaXJUJw)0Jt'r

TINTED

DELICATELY

DRAPERIES

TOPICS

Oreully beautify the home.
a.
liavilaw assortment of
1

WILBUR

The San'i Fe railroad c iinpany Is
making extensive improvements In the
yard t in Hit U s at .amy. New tracks
are being laid, six new coal tipples
have been built, and the water storage
rapacity has been increased sixfold by
the building of two large steel tanks.
The Sun says: Witn the oncoming
of the dull season for freight busi-s
the force in the Sun Bernardino
offices f tne Santa Fe wll. be somewhat reduced, though perhaps, not as
much as in forpier years. The "red
ball" clerk, ice Inspector and possibly one or two switchmen
will be
laid off for the hot weather.
This
reduction of forces is customary with
ar
prouch
dull
of
season.
the
the

?!'.1,1 V'

V".:-.---

.'it

$1.75 up.
FROM
ALL SIZES OF TABLE
75c up.
SPREADS, FROM
ROPE PORTIERES,
$3.75 up.

" V'V- --

;

c

OF
ASSORTMENT
CARPETS AND RUGS.

n

LARGE

FURNITURE MAN

J, D, EMMONS,

UOTH PHONES.
AVENUE AND SOUTH

CORNER COAL

SECOND STREET

THiS CHANCE

TO

Emina Talmadgc, the widow of the
late Burr C. Talmadgc, a well known
Santa Fe switchman, lias Ik gun suit
at San Bernardino Cal.. against ihc
Santa Fe RailAtchison. Topeka.
road company for $.".ouo damages
for the ileal ii of her husband.
The
complaint recites that on October 30.
I'.ki.'i, while switching. Talmaiigo was
raked 1f 'he la.bhT from the side ot
He struck a
a box car ami Killed.
teuce post which had leen allowed by
llu defendant company to lean over
the track until there was not enough
room for a man swinging on a chi
ladder to pass.

SE-

CURE BARGAINS IN
A R N E S S

SADDLES
BRIDLES

LP

ROBES

AND ETC.

CITIZEN.

rAGE ELEVEN.

This

OF CALIFORNIA

5
El

TAPESTRY PORTIERES.

-

Pacific Mutual Life insurance Co,

-

LACE CURTAINS, FROM
70c up.

EVENING-

SANTA
FE MAY
EARNINGS SHOW INCREASE.
It is stated on authority that the
May earnings of the Atchison. Topeka

x' w

:!;

S.

Guarantee

TUPPER, President.

Amount.
$10,550,735

Premium.
$64,139.00

.740.291

276.618.0tt

3,148,930

F. W. SCHWENTKER, Mgr. for New
Room No. 1, N. T. Armljo Building.

ployes are Americana aud have recently received Instructions from the
auditing department. No Information
has been received here as to whether
the auditors will operate over the
Chihuahua division. The auditors will
receive two hundred dollars per month.
Mexican money, and $50 for expenses.

MEXICANS AT

HOLLtNBECK HOTEL
The Hollenheck h tel. Los Angeles,
Cal.. recently entertained the following residents of Now Mexico and vicinity:
Mrs. M. II. Gates, Yum i, Ariz.;
Herman Lindauer. Demlng, X. M.;
Samson A. Lindauer. Deinlnr, N. M.;
A. A. Bearrup, Carlsbad. N. M.; R. E.
Putney and family, Albuquerque, N.
M.; J. S. ..ioon and family. El Paso.
Texas.; E. Marks and family, Bisbee,
Ariz.; .1. S. Branch, El Paso, Texas.;
John McArdoe. EI Paso. Texas; P. H.
Clarke. Fl Paso, Texas;
Henri Ap.
John, M. i., Yuma. Aril.; J. J. .McDonald, Yuma, Ariz.; Mrs. F. Sehuap-per- .
Prescott, Ariz.; J. P. Mullin and
wife. El Paso, Texas; T. L. lYoctor
and wife. La Cananea, Mexico; A. M.
Parrott, Lu Cananea, Mexico; Miss
M dlie Dowdle, La Cananea, Mexico;
Mrs. O. Dowi.le, I,a Cananea, Mexico;
John Duke,
Prescott. Ariz.; E. E.
.
Ball, Winslow, Ariz.; Thomas
Williams, Ariz.; Mrs. Benjamin
H. Scudiler. Jerome, Ariz.; Charles
McNedy, Gold Roads, Ariz.: James C.
Kcnney, Kingman, Ariz.; A. V. Gros
setl. Tucson, Ariz.; Fred G. Bernowly.
Paradise, Ariz.; Mrs. Hine. Yuma.
Ariz.; A. ..icCntstion, M. MoCutstion,
Frank Pryon, Gold Roads, Ariz.; Miss
N. Wallenberg, Prescott, Ariz.; C. S.
Stevens, Benson, Ariz.; M. Pluth.
Kilignutii, Ariz.; A. W. Anson, Albuquerque, N. M.: T. II. Blnkley, El
Paso, Texas: T. S. Hubbell, Albuquerque, .V M.
T. S. Hubbell lias been joined by
his family, and will spend some weeks
at the HollenliiH-hotel.

1

121.163.Ott

3,020.300
109,797.00
Northwestern Mutual
N
-- .S00,r3'
118,064.00
Mu'nal Lit'o
2.2S7.91
Meimpolltnn
78.437.00
LtiOl.fWi
,r,774.00
Tne Penn Mutual
03,4111.00
1.478.550
Mutual Benefit
1,429.050
f.0,284.00
Aetna
1,406,345
Union Central
3fi.S28.00
1.276.345
35.878.00
State Life
1.129,665
Provident Life and Trust
39.436.00
NOTE
Pacific Mutual paid for basis only.
A good reputation a: home speaks well for any Institution.
Life.
Agents
Write for particular?.
acciib nt and health. In one policy.
waun d.

NEW

WITH EVERY VEHICLE WE SELL.
Any part Tallinn by
means of defective
material or workman-ship will be made rood
without expense to the
owner. Irrespective of,
tiin of senrice. Th)
you can't beat ours on the.

IN CALIFORNIA IN 1905.
LEADING COMPANIES
Business- Written From Otlicial Reports. Exclusive of Indus-- t

Insurance
Company.
'Pacific Mutual
New York Life

Stroud

Mexico-Arizon-

Auto.

fully protects you as to quality. A to nrlcen
same made of Roods.
Our repair shop Is in the hands 0f stilled men and Is equipped with

all necessary appliances for dolns the highest grade of repairing,
must ring, trimming and painting. Hing up, write or call.

Albuquerque Carriage Co f
CORNER

OF

o

Phone 730

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
SALE, FEED. AND TRANS
FER. STABLES,
Horses and Mules Bought and Exchanged.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE OITY
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.
LIVERY,

0..o..

FIRST STREET AND TIJERAS AVENUE.

AMyy uerque

a

up- -

Foundry and

Machin e Works

r.

HALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cart;
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron
.

BulIdlDgi.

0,

kaftlan,
frost let

Hopmlr on Mining mnd Mill Machinery m Bpoolmlty
Foundry east aide of railroad track.
Albaqaaraie, H. K.

!

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO,
Gf nfal Building Supplies

ELITE CAFE

SCREEN DOORS

GOOD'
TABLE BOARD, $4 A
WEEK, AT ELITE CAFE. 120 WEST
SILVER AVENUE, CLOSE TO POST- OFFICE.

Both Phones
Third and MarquttU
Santa Fe, notwithstanding the Interruption of traffic caused by the
San Francisco catastrophe, will show
TX4
Bain and Old
a greater improvement even than
CO.
STEAM
CARPET
CLEAN NG X
those of April. Gross earnings for
Hickory Wagons
May are expected to indicate a gain of
THORNTON T ?
r
Spring Wagons
$750,1100 as compared with the same
Cleans everything.
He is 'Iip a
i
year while the increase
Buggies and
Moving.
ack- - Y
Man.
Furniture
ici, appellee, vs. Garland Livingston, month InlastApril
was only $.Mo.ihiu over
ing and shipping, unpacking aud T
V. C. neid appeared for shown
Carr ages
HANDED appellant.
r.'u'i.
corresponding
lu
period
the
Betting up, and is no upstart at V
the appellee and Freeman and Cam
Sim Francisco traffic lias fallen
Harness and
the business. There Is no other f
eron for tiie appellant. Motion for a While
roff considerably, the loss there has
just Thornton. Both 'Phones. V
rehearing overruled.
Saddles
DOWN BY
up
been
more
in other
thnn made
737 South Walter Street.
No. In;i3. Florence P. Johnson,
vs. Roman L. Baca ct al, appel- directions. Traffic prospects on the
quality
If
lant. A. H. Mc.Millen appeared for the road are excellent. Crop conditions
and price la
appellee and A. I!, Hetiehan for the are highly satisfactory and everything
you
what
appellant. Motion for rehearing over- points 'o prolonged prosperity.
want, we ask
PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHES AND
ruled and notice for judgment on sure- VETERAN MAIL CLERK
that you give
BRUSHES.
us a cnance
IN SEVERAL CASES GROWING OUT ties granted.
HEADS ORGANIZATION.
Cai-tlNo.
El
luit't.
Capnan
Leather,
Harness,
Land
Saddles,
arid
to figure with
An
organization of railway mail
OF THE POLITICAL SQUABcompany, plaintiff in irroi, vs. E.
Whips,
PalOils,
Dusters,
etc.
Axle
you.
clerks bus been effected at Dallas.
BLES OF THIS COUNTY.
H. Lees, defendant in error. (I.
V.
metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
Texas, W. B. Brown, the old 'st clerk
I'richurd appeared for the plaintiff In Texas,
stops
paid
leaks. Casu
for Hides and
being
president.
J. KORBER & CO., Wholesale and Retail, Albuquerque
The territorial suprinn. court met and C.eorge E. Harher and Vandeveer Other officers are: chosen
Pelts.
Mo
in the court chambers at the capital and Morton for the defendant.
403
RAILROAD
WEST
AVENUE.
.1.
V.
;
Willnion,
l.
lion for rehearing overruled.
at 9 o'clock yesterday niornins.
secretary-treasureA.
E.
No. lliiti. Territory of New Mex- U. Heart siil,
The following decisions were handTHIRD STREET
Sinims and T. C. Gray, approved
ico,
apvs.
appeiiee,
WE FILL
Nestherlin.
Jake
ed down.
W. It. Burrows, G. A.
committee:
pellant.
hank'
Na'ional
O.
Hold
Attorney
First
W.
The
General
1097.
No.
M.
W.
Faulk
Anderson,
and
committee
PRESCRIPTIONS
of Albuquerque, Appellee, vs. George appeared fur tile territory and Kite-ma- on constitution.
and Cameron and Robert C. Reid
V. Albrlgni, et al, appellants. A case;
203 WEST RAILROAD AVEMeats,
organization
All
of
general
Kindt
beSalt
The
Fresh
and
had ils
At Consistent
to restrain the assessor and colleo- - for the appellant.
neficiary department
in
Sausage Factory,
Steam
organized
NUE, NEXT TO BANK OF
making
county
from
tor of Bernalillo
The following order was adopted by 1SH8, with 200 members. At this time
COMMERCE,
o j
Prices
any new and additional assessments
EMIL KLEINWORT.
its membership is said to number
of the capital stock and property of, theIn court:
Building,
Street.
Masonic
North
Third
12,0110
terri-torof the railway clerks. Ijist year
the supreme court of tin?
re-the bank. Cause reversed and Iter-of New Mexico, January term, nearly $S'i,0U0 was paid to the memj
OCXDOOC)OOOOOOOCOCOXXXXXXi
manded to the district court of
I).
bers who had received injuries in the
19oii.
to. A.
fnniiiv with instructions
discharge
It is ordered that the following rule
of their duties. This is said
r .1 Inn
.ll.iuti.,1 rnc t
uavnoius
Wootton & Myer,
THE CELEBRATED
o.;.,r fnr'tt,,'. am.ellee
"! 'he same nereby. Is adopted..! to furnish proof of the dangers at
,and (i. W.
the same shall be in full force and tending the work.
Pilchard and F. V. Clancy for the and
After a heavy meal, take a couple
lake effect from and after the first
appellants.
of I loan's R gulets, and give your
TRAIN
AUDITORS
;.
day
August,
A. I).
of
aiHanuovai.
Alejam'vo
No. 1107.
ON THE CENTRAL. stomach, liver and bowels the help
,
Rule XVIII.
pellant, vs. the Board of County Com-Beginning July 1st. the Mexican they will need. Regulcts bring easy,
In all cases brought to this court
ap-- l
county,
missioners of Bernalillo
by writ of error or appeal to review Central will place .'n train auditors regular passages of the bowels.
AND RENTALS
o
pellee. The question involved in ' li i any judgnu nt or decree,
the clerk of whose duties it will be to check tickets Arrange Your Vacation Now ExIRRIGATING PLANTS A SPECIALTY
Sandoor
rights
t
the
case was as
on
and
fares,
the
Cenline
main
of
the
the court by which such judgment or
Ranches
and Farms
tremely Low Rates.
val as assessor of Bernalillo county, decree was rendered shall annex to tral.
HOUSE MOVING
For the round irip to Canadian.
to receive 4 per cent commission on
move,
The
conwhich
been
in
has
and transmit with the record a copy
PUMPS, TANKS
Bottled in Bond.
all licenses assessed and collected by of the opinion or opinions filed in the templation for some lime by ihe Mexi- Northern New York and New EngCorrespondence Solicited.
MICHIGAN CEX-- i
land points, vi
AND WINDMILLS
him. 'I ne opinion of the court was case.
can
officials,
is
123 S. Third St.,
Central
the first of its
HAL. The Niagara Falls Route."
that county assessors of the various
kind
lie
in
to
undertaken
ALBUQUERQUE . . . . N. M.
Mexico.
For complete information, can on or
STEWART'S STEEL LAWN FENCE.
counties since the enactment and takThe
train auditors
will collect
OCCOCCXXiCICCXXXXXDCXXDCXXXXD
V. C. Russell, Northwestern
ing effect of Chapter 10S. Session CHEAP RATES FOR
tickets and fare with the conduc'ors address
Cor. Lead Avenue and First Street.
Passenger Agent, 4o Robert street,
Laws of 1901, are not entitled to a;
Distillers.
of
FOURTH OF JULY willthenottrain. Their work, it is said, St. Paul. Minn. W. J. Lynch, Passen&
commission upon gaming and liquor
relieve the conductor of his ger Traffic. Manager, Chicago, 111.
FRANKFORT, KY.
INSURANCE,
ESTATE.
REAL
licenses collected In their respective,
FIRE
duties,
but
will merely be in the capao
H.
Tickets will be sold at one fare for city of auditors, while at the
LOANS.
counties. The Judgment of the lower
your
same
you
If
do
W
stomacn
troubles
.
E.
costs.
j
the round trip to all points east and time ii will give conductors more not conclude tnat
court was affirmed with
Automatic phone 451.
there is no cure, for
Dohson appeared for the api Hunt south where one-wa- y
& EAKIN
MELINI
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building-- .
rate is $7.50 or time to attend to the operation of the a great many have bcn permanently
Shop.
Repair
General
appellee.
less.
and F W. Clancy lor the
train.
cured by Chamberlain's Stomach and
Furniture packed and crated; gaso
Sole Agents.
One fare for round trip to all points
No. 1114. Frank A. Hubhcll, appelIt is said thai following the experiLive j ablets. Get a free sample a
lino uml gas stoves repaired.
Commis
County
'vs.
Hoard of
on coast line to Needles and Inter- ment on
lant.
Albuquerque,
N.
M.
the main line, train auditors any 'rug store and give them a trial.
Next to Walton's drug store, South
sioners of Bernalillo county. T ..e mediates points. Special amusements will be placed on the branches
199.
Automatic
Phone,
of Ihe They clso cure cjnstipitlou and bilThird street.
involved ill this case was as at Flagstaff, Ariz., consisting of races, system.
The majority of the new em- - ious. OS;.
UP TO DATE SIGNS
parades and ball games.
to whetner tne coumy ireanuicia
3 and 4.
collectors of New Mexico are entitled
Tickets
on
Resale
July
to a commission of 4 per cent on turn limit, Julv 5.
20S WES." SILVER AVE.
PIONEER BAKERY
gaming and liquor licenses collected.
E. PCHDY, Agent.
t.
W.
Sons
Strong's
0.
SIMON
BALLINO,
Proprietor.
was
that
The opinion of the court
(Successor to Balling Btos.)
Deadly Serpent Bites
ihey are not entitled to monies ot
8TRONQ BLOCK.
Are as common In India as are stomthis kind collected during the period
WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY.
INSURANCE.
intervening between the act' of March ach and liver disorders with us. For
Secretary Mutual Bulging Associa9, 1901, and the passage of Section the latter, however,
there is a sure
We desire patronage and we guarThe
1905.
remedy:
Offlco
at 217 We.t RaJlro4
tion.
of
Vlx
Electric Bitters, the great
11, Chapter 60, Laws
COMHINtS
antee first class baking.
TA
avenue.
.tMclslon of the court below was af restorative medicine, of which S. A.
TWO SIGMTSONA SOLID
207 South First Street, Albuquerque.
firmed. W. B. Childers appeared for Brown, of Bennettsville, S. C. says;
LENS.
NOTHING TO HKEAK
restored my wife to perfect
TOTI A QUA Dl
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health,
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or suffering with
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In
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Territory
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liver." Electric
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
bitters cure chills'-an- SIGHT.
appellee, vs. J. H. ..ussell, appellant.
BY
ANWACTLRKD
THE
chargFine Line of Imported Wines, Uquora
fever, malaria, billiousness, lame
In the case the appellant was
MONUMENTS
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, an
selling back, kidney troubles and b!addeddis-- i
and Cigars. Place your orders for
DEDBER OPTICAL CO.
ed with illegal peddling ami
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
this line with us.
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guarantee by al
ALBUQUERQUE N.MKX.
goods. The article sold was a buggy, orders.
N. Second 8t. Both Pbonaa.
300 North. Broadway, corner of Waal-lngto- a
urug ,.s.s. ;rlce 50c.
and the opinion of the court was thai
avenue, Albuquerque, N. kt
NORTH THIRD STREET,
a buggy did not come under the i. nn
domestic machinery." The Judgment
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of the lower court was affirmed.
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tiff in error, vs. Monroe Harper.
lendant in error, A stilt 111 replevin
lo recover u co and a calf whicti
plaintiff in e.Tur to
were koM by
the defendant. but held in the 1S)S
Lsession of th' fnmer. Mrs. Harbet
Z
head of cattle
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were the cow and call. bile
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the cow and call, The judgment
City,
Francisco, Los Angeles, El
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if the court below was attirnied, with
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ore for the det'i .n.ant in error
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Andrew W. t'leland. appellee.
.
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lllevn !0 feet wide, with beautiful lakA an1 nuh'tn rrk n,1 rrtnil old shade tr
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aid. 'Ihe opinion of the court was
rtatttrua, ate. Delen Is the Urcjet sLlpp.ng point for
l, flour, wheat, wite. beans and hsy In Central New Mexico.
at a .teiiuirier n seii mi iif siu.iioIts Importance as a great commercial railroad city In the near future caonot be estimate
Hie
fraud is not wll ttik'Mi unb-sthat
LI. F48T LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL ANP FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE
miplaint shows ari riaia-W.LL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
i tie
- all orul one.
a.e
o contract
remanded o the district court ot
Iota cfered are In the renter of the eitr wet! arsded. (nitny of them Improved by cultivation) ;
s
bakery, tailor tbop, shoe hosts, Jeweler, piumb'.n saoa. alas Ir 3 mUL
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fcaf woc4 yarl. jrt.i store, fcsrnest stiop, etc., etc. Also a flrst-clamodern hotel.
Mile the allien
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ield appeared for Hie appellant
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEDS.
W. H. Chillier- - for Mie ;r uel'.ef.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO
runs
u.itollow ill'J
We are offering some very peclnl prices on this line of goods
aud It will certaroly pay you to gut out prices before you buy.
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The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

Located on the JSelen

plain-fiaviti-

I

Belsa

.

ot The Atchison, Topeka

south of Albuquerque,
at the junction of the
Kansas
Galveston and points east to San

&

Santa Fe Railway

of the Santa Fe systemleading east and west
Paso and
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Dr.B.M.Williams
.DENTIST.

folmourning; relatives and friends
lowed the remain to their final resting place In the "City of the I)eed."
on the mesa. His widow, who resld m
In the home on ihc Highland!. Is enhealth and is cue
Jolng fairly
of the truly" good women of this f'ty.
Dr. and Mrs. .1. W. K1d r, (m e Mis?
. . . ....
DAY AND WEATHER.
n M t, A
wince over .Manuel a on naiu-aLay), who were recently united In
between
First and Second
nun riate at Richmond, Va
Fair tonight and Sunday.
arrived afenue,
Hours from 8 to 12 a ni., 1:30
from the east list night, and are dom- atreets.
Today ends the sixth month, and with iciled at the doctor's residence, No. to 0 p. nu Auto 'hone 203.
it the aunahine day of 14 hour and 317 South Third street, where they
f)r. Williams has practiced his proTh first half of the will soon he "hi home" to their many fession In Las Vegas for the pas'
34 minute.
year endt today, though It hat had but friends.
seventeen years.
181 days; the second hair beginning
Mrs. C. A. Wright, of 21S North
tomorrow, will have 184 days, show- Twelfth at reel, expects to leave tins
TICKETS f OUGHT. SOLO
ing that the year is not really divided evening for Fort Worth, Texas, where
AND EXCHANGED
into two equal parts, as the last
Kile will be the guest of relatives for
half is three days longer than two or three montiis. Mr. Wright
Astoolatlon Office
the first six months. Weather is all will accompany Mrs. Wriirhi as tar
Transactions
right, but rain is needed.
Guaranteed
as 151 l'aao, returning to the city on
on
July
events
which occurred
Some
Monday morning.
ROSENHEIM'S, II8.W.R. R.Ave.
1, tomorrow, are:
Miss Helen Finch, cashier for the
1776
Debate began in congress, sit Albuquerque
Gas, Electric Light and
reson
the
ting in Philadelphia,
gone on a pleascompany,

LOCAL AND

PERSONAL

I
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30, 1906.

...EVERY MAN,..
'

l

,

IN THE HOT

OLD

SUMMER TIME

SWELL KFFECT TO YOt'R C.EXETIAL APPEARANCE.
THEY ARE NOT EXPENSIVE WHEN YOt' THINK OK THE
PLEASURE THEY GIVE.

CIVIC

R.R.

d

SEEP. AND WE SKU, COO I, KOOTWEAH. "THESE SHOES
A HE SI iLtSH AND MADE WITH A VIEW TO THE COMFORT
OK AM- - WHO WEAH THEM.
THEY ARE IRES3Y, TOO, AND
YOU

A

WM. CHAPLIN'S

has
I'ower
olution Of independence.
ure trip to California. Miss Finch exCoal was first mined in the pects to he apsent front the city
three
United States, at Mauch Chunk, weeks, and in the meantime, wilt visit
Pennsylvania.
all of the (popular southern California
1821
Spain agreed to sell Florida to watering
places, Panta Catalina islthe United States.
and Included.
1861
Steel guns first manufacturer,
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Hahn returned
at Trenton, N. J.
to the city lust night, after an ab1863
Battle of Gettysburg began.
from the city of several weeks.
pari,. sence
1BRdTh f.rtnfrterat nnral
i. i..u
"
.t,,i..
!...., 1," Uured the
started his campaign against"'
.
I'aelfie
coast
and
the northern
Washington.
of the Tinted Stalts as far east as
IfiQfl
Rattl Af PI f.anw fuuar
V.
York.
Mr. and Mrs.. W.
Si rons, who left mis ciu- with Mr.
and Mrs. Hahn. are ,iow sojnnrnlne
ARRIVAL OF TRAINS.
1806

MEN'S CANVAG SHOES AND OXFORDS
MEN S VICI KID. CALF OR PATENT COLT OXFORDS

$1.50

$1.65 to $4.00
KID. CALF OR PATENT COLT SHOES. .$1.85 to $4.00
WOMEN'S ViCI KID OR PATENT KID SHOES AND
MEN'S

i

VICI

OXFORDS
WOMtN'S WHITE CANVAS OXFORDS
CHILDREN'S SHOES AND SLIPPERS

$1.50 to $4.00

$1.25to$2.25
$1.00to$2.25

SHOE; STORE

(

MiffiMns Shoes
No. 121 West Railroad Avenue.

London Club

.

,

LIVERY COMPANY

iSIMON
iSTERN
Railroad Avenue Clothier

No. 424 North Second St.

in New York.

SANITARY
BOARDING
STABLE
13foQ
rnor Ross, fat lie.' of Pitt
Rosa of West Raitr ad aenti". enF. T. SCHMIDT. Prop.
Joyed a short visit Utt night from
SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
his sister,
Mrs. N. A. WempU of Colo, phone, Blk. 35.
Auto., 311.,
Kansas City, who passed through the
When purchased at F. P. Trotter's
city en route to Mexico, accompanied
grocery store, are a lire to bring the
hy her son and daughter-in-law- .
Mr
and Mrs. F. U. Wemple. Mr. Went-piright flavor to all dishes Into irhlch
is an official of the Mexican Cen
they enter. This Is because we altral railway.
ways procure the best manufactured.
Colonel Roy Kirkpalrlck, the heavyweight of the comimsing room of The
We find out first what brands are reKvenlng Citizen, who has been off on
liable and personally guarantee them.
his summer vacation the past month,
telegraphs from Raton "that walking
is very dusty these days, and therefore a pedestrian cannot keep up his
usual speed " "However." continued
mtmm nimmTimm mutveMim
the colonel, "I will he In Albuquer
que Tnl- 1, and will be ready to go to t
Nob. 118 and 120 South Second street
work Monday, July 2."
All
Suit Cases and
close out our remaining stock
I'rof. and Mrs. D. M. Richards came
in from l.as duces and are now resi-lbest quality,
we have placed on sale
on
dents of this city. I'rof. Richards,
GEO. W. HICKOX.
T. Y. MAYNARD
fail
lowest
prices;
of
don't
stock
to see them
entire
u
principal
was
years,
our
of
number
for
of the preparatory department cf the
buying-before
of
at
a reduction of
a reduction
Agricultural college, but was re- ccmly elected to the chair of history
Tiu
of the New Mexico university.
'
Citizen welcomes I'rof. and Mrs. Richsocial
ards to the educational and
new line
of thib city.
a result if the preparations for
As
China
Carver's
horses at Traction
pari;, there will be no ball game toinvite
morrow. The Browns had arrangements made for garni s on the :!utl:
of this month and on July 1. 1ml we
NEW MEXICO"? LEADING JEWELERS
'
are informed by the contractor putup t.ie
ffcat he
Dr. A. I. Morrison, aupcjY:irndcnt ting
THE ARCH FRONT.
SOUTH 8ECOND STREET.
would have the grounds c vered by
oooo-oo"- of missions of the Metliuflisl Kdsco-p.i- l
dates; however, nothing as yet
chun:i In New MjrXicu and Ari- those
9 n
zona, was a passengej for l.as Vcgu:; but the tank, at one side of the dinmond. is in sight, and es a conse
this morning.
quence, although the Itrowtis lave
K. C. Uurke of
Ke. was today been forced to cancel
their date-- ,
jefn
the
the case of
anointed refcret
they will assemble for practice.
com&
Railway
Ari.oiia
Coi'jrnilo
trxtco, vs. the I ever
pany of New
The joys of summer: A mui i; vliio
&
Railway company.
randa, a hammock and a pair
out
If you can't have the first
e Frank W. Parker was In the cool shoos.
41
,
city between trains last night, en two, try our m l shoe-- anyway. ('.
We always knew we made good soda water. We had
n.ilr ..:
loute lo Las v ruces to spend Sunday May's shoe store, tilt U'-sa pretty good opinion of our Ice cream too. But when
with his family. Judge 1'urker hail avenue.
we see the continued Increase In the amount of
supreme court at
ntttiidiug
been
FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT
these good things we Bell, we are Inclined to think
Santa Fe.
WALTON'S
DRUG STORE.
,
that other folks think them good also. Do yon? Ty
yes
Mrs. Henry Yuuow returned
it, you'll see.
Omaita,
from a visit to reta;ivts at
S
tonight! tonight! tonight!z:
Neli. ...rs. Vauow was aeeompatr.eil
free lunch
the whit
I'olsky,
and
bv a sister. .Mrs. I'.' M.
elephant.
in a lew days they will leave lor ah'
dancing'schccl.
lien,
extdu'.ed pbasu.e nip to
J. H. O'RIELLY CO, Druggists
Garnet. Building
I'atiloriiia.
The reulsr Saturday night danc"
roUOTi 7BS5&CSXSGB3
' ti'.va;.
M. W. rlourntiy ex.e.i!- to
Colombo hall will be postpon:j
tonight on a ili asiire trip to soiiliiern at
until next Saturday.
California. Mr. Flounmy has
in
ol
touring
ear
bis
advance
Winton
FEED
OUR COW ON
HZ
Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Har..ilu to I .os rtiletes, and iuleUns tak- FINELY GROUND CORN. YOU WILL
ing a few siglit seeing rips uut from GET
MORE
MiLK. WE DO OUfi
Presses.""
vesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons,
tile City of Agels.
OWN GRINDING. AND DO IT THOR.
E. W. FEE, 620 SOUTH
Rev. .loiin C. Uollins, with his two OUGHLY.
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.
ons, John and Halph,
and Merrm SECOND STREET.
Mewarl. ;:ave returned lo the city afOoing to the mountains Sunday? We
.
ter a stay of three davs in Hear
Rev. Kollins says he found will loan you a folding pocket kodak.
plenty of good shade and abundance Houston, 2U3 West Railroad avenue.
J 15,
South First Sireet
North First S rcet
of pure mouu'aiu water.
Our ROUGH DRY work don't have
says: to he washed over. Imperial Laundry
The 1'iescott Journal-MineS. 11. Davis, a prominent mining en- Co.
gineer and metallurgist, from Albuo
Ladies always welcome, day or
querque, N. M., arrived here on Tuesevenings,
at
bowling alleys.
West
a
the
day evening and left yesterday for
o
busimss visit to the mining camps
The Affidavits" are open for a
N. M.
in the llassayainpa. district.
challenge from any
team on
who has earth, at the West Bowling alleys.
ilol.mati,
Miss Minnie
One of the Largest Stocks
bt en the guest of Albuquerque NatmornThe
days,
picnic
several
left
for
at
this
the
for
sale
baskets
ives
OF
THE
ing for Santa Fe. Miss Holzman con- Mcintosh
Hardware company's store
templates visiting friends at Corona, are indispensable for outing parties.
on the Rock Island, before returning
Give us your ROUGH DRY work.
to her home in lis Vegas.
Monday, and pet In back Wednesday.
One year ago today Hon. Thos Imperial
IN THE SOUTHWEST.
Co- RAILROAD AVE.
Hughes, for many years one of the
editors and publishers of The levellSee the picnic baskets In the Mcin
WATCHES
ing Citizen, passed nway in death at tosh Hardware
Diamond, Watohea, Jewelry, Cut (liana, Clocks, Silverware, We Invite
company's display
CUT CLAOS
his home in the Highlands, after an window.
your trade tad guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
V
CHINA
illness of several months. His funerTAKING-FR- EE
YOURS
FOR
THE
al ami burial took place several days
LUNCH AT THE WHITE EL
later under the auspices of the MaWHITING HI.OCK
Cor. Second and (ioM
Fine Watch Repairing a Specialty
sonic lodge, with a Knights of Fyth- - EPHANT.
SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
Window screens, 7 cents per foot.
A home made door, with trimmings,
i
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passenger trains due al the local
station this evening were reported al
4 o'clock to be on time.
I)r. Charles R. Keyes is In the city
from Socorro.
V. S. Mlera Is In the city from Cuba.
Sandoval county, on business.
Mrs. Felix Lsler leaves tomorrow
morning for an outing on the Rio
I'ecoa.
D. A. Hittner will return
tonight
from northern Texas, where he went
a week ago on business.
W. H. Cozlne left last nighl. for
lola. Kan., where he will visit relatives and irlends for several weeks.
Mrs. N. B. Field, who has been sojourning at the Field cottage on the
Pecos, 1.4 expected
home tomorrow
evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Yrisarri
and
children will leave tomorrow nignt
for Chicago, where they will reside
in the future.
Miss Mnl. el Mabb left this morn
ing on a pleasure trip to Chicago. Miss
Mal! expects to he absent from the
city three montns.
Mrs. Carl I.und of North Seventh
st reel, anticipates a visit from Miss
jlorence Clark, of Pittsburg, la. Miss
Clark is expected to arrive tonight.
Fred W. Kille, foreman of the
Headlight, Denting, Is in the city, and
was u ileasaut caller at this ofllce.
He will return to Deming this eAon-inrAil

F. F. TROTTER

The Hickox - Maynard Co.
Fine
Painted
We

Pickard's Hand
just arrived.
your inspection.
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The Golden Rule Clothing Store
The Store for Style, Service and Saving

STRAW HATS

To

:m

Trunks,

hand

Bags

argest assrrtment,

Straw Hats

20

fir-(de- s

10

See Window Display

Call and See Them
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00000000w-C-
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w.ill tney
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Pta

Tasty Fountain Beverages

Trunks, Suit Cases, Bags

at

"loop-the-lonps-

i

Who does not read our ad.
in tonight's edition misses
an opportunity of a life
time to save money.

Alaska Refrigerators,
i
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools.

'l ra'i-

-

'

at

-

CEMENT, SASH,
Doors, Glass, Paint and
REX FLINTKOTE ROOFING

LUMBER,

Mead Hay

I

cau-vnn-

H3,

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

Albuquerque Lumber Co.

Firit and Marquette,

ran

H7

40J, 403
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Albuquerque,

Diamond

S. Vann & Son

Palace

DIAMONDS

JEWELERS

Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News

uting Trous
ma

u

u

mm
j MB
rr 'in rtr

MclMTOSH HARDWARE COMPANY I
Successors to E. J. POST

&

N

COMPANY

M

trlm-ntine-

Made of light wool crash and nobby light
flannel, just the thing for hot weather; pair

S.OO
WHITE DUCK TROUSERS
extra well made; per pair only

for $1.25.
We are making window screens all
mortised together, and as strong as
a door, for 7 cents a square foot.
A
screen door,
that
or
will outlast any door shipped in here
s,
from the cast, tofiether with
for $1.25.
W'e tnako the regular shop made

Sole Agents for the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS

screen doors that have always cost,
heretofore, $2.00 to $2.25. for $1.50
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
PLANING MILL CO.
Get your team together, boys and
come down and beat the "Affidavits
at the West bowling alley.
The picnic baskets for sale at the
Mcintosh Hardware company's store
are indispensable for outing parties.

See Display

mm

PROSPECTIVE BUILDERS.
Rennmher, Eureka 13 the only lime
sold her that will not pop, crack or
blister in the vail. See that it is
specltied in your contract.

$1.25-$1.5- 0

HAHN

S'e

& CO.

in;

W?
j

OurVVindow

food

?

CoBvaxImeal

'(,

if
Jj

8J

V

picnic baskets in the Mcln-tofi- i
Hardware company's display

ti

e

window.

21 G

a

'st Cold 3E.
f 19

L. WASHBURN CO.

122

FRESH

CUT

FLOWERS.

IVES, THE FLORIST.

H

West Railroad Avenue
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